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ANSEL ADAMS
Ansel Adams

L I B R A RY

Classic Images

by Kate F. Jennings
Perhaps the most famous of all American
photographers, Ansel Adams is known for
his sharp and poetic photographic images
of the American West. This breathtaking
selection of photographs, as well as insightful text, illuminates the life and
career of Adams — and helps the reader
understand the man both as an artist and
conservationist. 128 pgs.

by Ansel Adams
Chosen by Adams during the last years of
his life as the finest examples of the quality
and range of his artistic achievement, the
75 photographs in this book comprise a
last-statement portfolio of his remarkable
life's work. These photos encompass the
entire scope of his work-elegant details of
nature, architectural studies, portraits, and above all, the magnificent
landscapes for which he is so revered. 111 pgs.
Item # LIAACI................................................................................................39.95

Item # STAA .....................................................................................................9.95
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Portfolios of Ansel Adams

An Autobiography

by Ansel Adams
From 1948 to 1976, Ansel Adams
produced seven portfolios, each a
limited edition of ten to fifteen signed
photographic prints. This book reproduces
all ninety of these superb images. First
published in 1977, reissued in 1981 with
new laser-laser-scanned separations of all
the images, and then reprinted under
Adam’s personal supervision. 152 pgs.

by Ansel Adams & Mary Street Alinder
This popularly-priced paperback edition
of Adams acclaimed 1985 autobiography
preserves the complete text, but reproduces a sampling of photographs rather
than the extensive number of illustrations
found in the original hardcover edition.
With vigor and wit, America's most
beloved photographer-environmentalist
recalls his extraordinary six-decade career. 360 pgs.

Item # LIPAA..................................................................................................44.95

Item # LIAAAA ..............................................................................................14.95

Basic Techniques of
Photography

Basic Techniques of
Photography Book 2

by John P. Schaefer
This revised edition is organized to provide a broad range of photographers,
from the serious beginner to the advanced
amateur, with an understanding of the
basic principles of both black-and-white
and color photography. Over 50 new illustrations and current information. 418 pgs.

by John P. Schaefer
This volume demonstrates the most important approaches to printmaking for those
interested in darkroom and digital work,
including such alternative printing processes as cyanotypes and gum prints. Illustrated
by numerous examples of work by Ansel
Adams. 386 pgs.

Item # LIAAGBTP ..........................................................................................36.95

Item # LIAAGBTP2 ........................................................................................38.50

Ansel Adams at 100

Ansel Adams at 100
by Ansel Adams, John Szarkowski
In celebration of the one hundredth
anniversary of the birth of Ansel Adams
and to accompany the exhibition, Little,
Brown and Company proudly publishes
the most significant book yet on his work
- oversized Centennial volume edited and
with a text by the legendary curator John
Szarkowski. a superlative piece of bookmaking. Hardcover. 192 pgs.

by Ansel Adams, John Szarkowski
In celebration of the one hundredth
anniversary of the birth of Ansel Adams
and to accompany the exhibition, Little,
Brown and Company proudly publishes
the most significant book yet on his work
- an oversized Centennial volume, edited
and with a text by the legendary curator
John Szarkowski. A superlative piece of
bookmaking. With matching slipcase. A collector’s edition. 192 pgs.

Item # LIAAA100.........................................................................................149.95

Item # LIAAA100Q ........................................................................................39.95
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L I B R A RY
BLACK & WHITE
Mastering
Black and White
Photography

Black & White Photography

Still Life
Developing Style in Creative
Photography

Creative Black & White
Photography

From Camera to Darkroom

by Bernard J. Suess
Covers every aspect of the process, from
choosing a camera to finding subjects and
creating dazzling prints. Updated to cover
digital imaging and internet technology.
40 photos and 66 b&w illus. 256 pgs.
Item # AMMBWPQ .......................................................................................19.95

L I B R A RY

by Terry Hope
The still life work of 24 photographers. Includes information from the
artist on how and why it was made,
plus one of each photographer’s
favorite tips. All the images are of a
quality that would hang on anyone’s
wall. 144 pgs.
Item # ROBWPSL ..........................................................................................29.95

How to Photograph

the Outdoors
in Black & White
by George Schaub
From an acknowledged expert in the
field comes a vivid and detailed
instruction in both basic and advanced
techniques — as well as an explanation
of equipment for black-and-white photography. 128 pgs.

Item # FWCBWP............................................................................................24.95

Item # STHPOBW..........................................................................................19.95

Black & White
Photography
Masterclass
by John Garrett
An advanced class for becoming accomplished in the sophisticated art of
black-and-white photography. Packed
with inspiring images and practical
know-how. Covers technical considerations, plus the aesthetic considerations
of composition and mood. 160 pgs.
Item # AMBWPMC .........................................................................................27.50

Elegant Black & White
Photography
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by Les McLean
Takes readers step-by-step through the
thought processes and technical procedures
involved in producing high-quality black
and white photographs. Les McLean starts
by explaining the technicalities of the art
and, more importantly, how to overcome
the technical limitations of cameras and film. Explained simply and
clearly. Backed up by specially commissioned photographs. 160 pgs.

The Art of Black & White
Portrait Photography
Techniques from a
Master Photographer

by Oscar Lozoya
Featuring 100 captivating images by Master
Photographer Oscar Lozoya and text by Peter
Skinner. Drawing on subjects ranging from
regular portrait clients, to professional artists,
to street people from his neighborhood, Lozoya’s elegant posing and
lighting techniques transform portraits into mythical scenes. 128 pgs.
Item # AMABWPP .........................................................................................29.95

Marketing and Selling
Black & White
Portrait Photography

by Sara A. Frances
Black and white is the latest trend in
wedding photography. In this comprehensive guide, a master photographer
demonstrates how to produce memorable
elegant black-and-white wedding photography that sells. From basic technique,
philosophy, and practice to style, procedure, and business concerns. 176 pgs.

by Stephen Swain
A complete manual for adding b&w portraits to the products you offer clients (or
offering exclusively b&w photography).
Learn how to attract clients and deliver
the portraits that will keep them coming
back. 128 pgs.

Item # AMEBWWP .........................................................................................29.95

Item # AMMSBWPP ......................................................................................29.95
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WEDDING
The Art of Wedding
Photography
Professional Techniques with

L I B R A RY

Style

Lighting, Posing & Taking
Photographs that Sell

by Bambi Cantrell & Skip Cohen
Gorgeously illustrated cutting-edge
guide shows how to create the arty, yet
elegant, wedding albums sought by
today’s bride. Creative techniques,
including wedding photojournalism, for compelling pictures. Fully
explores the business side of wedding photography. 144 pgs.

by George Schaub,
Photographs by Ken Sklute
New edition of the mega-best-seller, revised
and updated to include the latest trends in
photography, digital imaging, and using the Internet. Hundreds of
approaches and over 150 stunning photographs. 144 pgs.

Item # AMAWP ..............................................................................................29.95

Item # AMPTWP ...........................................................................................24.95

Photographing Weddings
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Professional Techniques
for the Wedding
Photographer

Wedding Photography

by Kathy Joseph
An inspiring guide, with high-quality
images accompanied by information on all
technical aspects of the photographic
process. The most frequently requested
shots are highlighted and presented together with instructional quotes from famous
photographers. A modern approach to
wedding photography. Shows diverse international styles and how
they can be mastered by photographers of all skill levels. 144 pgs.

by Ian Gee
For amateur and professional photographers alike, this book presents creative
ideas on lighting, using flash, posing
individuals, couples and groups, with the
main objective being the creation of successful wedding photographs. Stunning
illustrations with accompanying advice
and techniques. 144 pgs.

Item # ROPW .................................................................................................34.95

Item # STWP..................................................................................................24.95

The Bride’s Guide

Wedding
Photography
by Kathleen Hawkins
Learn how to get the wedding
images of your dreams! This
guide will show you how to
orchestrate every aspect of your
wedding photography, from identifying a style that suits you, to
hiring a photographer, to selecting makeup, flowers, and clothing
that will photograph well, and much more. 112 pgs.
Item # AMBGWP ...........................................................................................14.95

Wedding Photojournalism
by Andy Marcus
Learn the art of creating dramatic unposed
wedding portraits. Learn where to be, what
to look for and how to capture it on film. A
hot technique for contemporary wedding
albums. Andy Marcus is a professional wedding photographer who has shot thousands
of weddings, including the nuptials of
Donald Trump, Billy Baldwin, Eddie
Murphy, Art Garfunkel and Mary Tyler Moore. 128 pgs.
Item # AMWPJ...............................................................................................29.95
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Getting perfect results every time

Storytelling
Wedding Photography
by Barbara Box
Barbara and her husband shoot as a team at
weddings. Here, she shows you how to create
outstanding candids (her specialty), and
combine them with formal portraits (her
husband's specialty) to create a unique wedding album. Barbara’s fresh wedding images
have won numerous prestigious awards in national competition and
have appeared in professional photography magazines. 112 pgs.
Item # AMSTWP............................................................................................29.95

Capture the Moment
A Bride’s and Photographer’s Guide
to Contemporary Weddings

by Stephen Swain
Treasure that magical moment. Hundreds of
useful tips on how to capture the most lovely
and intimate portraits of your special day.
Know how to prepare, plan, and what to
expect during the meeting and booking
stages. Outstanding contemporary photographs. This is the one book
you'll need to ensure a lifetime of memories. 160 pgs.
Item # STCMBGW.........................................................................................34.95

L I B R A RY
WEDDING
The Art of Bridal
Portrait Photography

Wedding Photography with
Adobe Photoshop

Techniques for
Lighting and Posing

by Rick Ferro and Deborah Ferro

Item # AMABPP.............................................................................................29.95

Get the skills you need to make your images
look their best, add artistic effects, and boost
sales. From shooting tips to techniques for
creating savvy marketing pieces with Adobe
Photoshop. Rick Ferro who has shot over
10,000 weddings and Deborah Ferro who is a
professional image editor, will help you make the most of your artistic
and business skills. 128 Pages
Item # AMWPAP.............................................................................................29.95

L I B R A RY

by Marty Seefer
The photographer is guided through
every step of the bridal shoot to ensure
results that the client will cherish. From
metering the light to location and studio
shots, to corrective lighting techniques.
Seefer does not miss a step. 128 pgs.

Best of Wedding
Photography

Professional Secrets of
Wedding Photography

Weddings
by Annabel Williams
From one of the UK’s leading
commercial photographers, ‘Weddings’
is an essential resource for serious
photographers who are keen to master
the contemporary approach to wedding
photography: contains all the details,
practical advice and technical know-how
anyone would need. 144 pgs.
Item # ROCPW ..............................................................................................34.95

Wedding and Studio
Portrait Photography

Techniques and Images
From the Pros

by Bill Hurter
Learn the techniques used by professional
wedding photographers to identify and
capture that perfect, romantic moment.
Create flattering, attractive poses of the
bride, groom, wedding party and family. Classic and contemporary
styles of wedding photography, and much more. 128 pgs.
Item # AMBWP ..............................................................................................29.95

Infrared
Wedding Photography
Techniques and Images
in Black & White

by Patrick & Barbara Rise, Travis Hill
Step-by-step techniques for adding the
dreamy look of black & white infrared to
your wedding portraiture. Capture the
fantasy of the wedding with unique ethereal
portraits your clients will love! 128 pgs.
Item # AMIWP ................................................................................................29.95

Photographer’s Guide to
Wedding Album
Design and Sales

The Professional Way

by Jonathan Hilton
Covers two of the most popular subjects for
enthusiastic amateurs and semi-professionals:
portraits and weddings. Discover how images
were created. Easy-to-understand sections,
such as ‘Bride and Groom’ and ‘Going away’.
Create a happy couple’s album of precious
memories. 288 pgs.
Item # ROWWSPP .........................................................................................34.95

by Bob Coates
Wedding albums are an immense source of
pride and income for professional wedding
photographers. The trend toward personal,
exquisitely designed albums has left photographers new to album design looking for
practical, efficient information and inspiration. With techniques from
fifteen of the best-regarded album designers. 128 pgs.
Item # AMWADS ...........................................................................................29.95
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by Douglas Allen Box, 2nd Edition
With the comprehensive advice in these
illustrated pages, a bride can figure out what
she wants from her wedding photography.
Traditional or a journalistic style? Will there
be time for formal portraits? Which gowns,
flowers, make-up, and poses will look best in
photos? From different packages to ordering enlargements, they’ll
understand the total picture. 128 pgs.
Item # AMPSWP............................................................................................29.95

L I B R A RY
BIRDS

OF A

FEATHER
The Art of
Bird Photography

L I B R A RY

The Complete Guide to
Professional Field Techniques

by Arthur Morris
The perfect guide to capturing images of
avian subjects. Includes advice for capturing bird behavior and action, working
in the field, approaching wild birds, selling your work, and even the best birdwatching spots. 160 pgs.
Item # AMABP ...............................................................................................24.95

National Geographic
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Photography Field Guide
Birds
by Rulon Simmons and Bates Littlehales
Combining National Geographic’s unparalleled expertise in the fields of birding and
photography, this guide is a much needed,
all-in-one resource for the avid and growing
bird-photography market. A great resource
for bird photographers — in the field or at
your backyard feeder. 160 pgs.
Item # AMNGPGB.........................................................................................21.95

National Geographic Field Guide to the

Birds of North America
by National Geographic Society, 4th Edition
The ultimate birder's field guide. Features the
most complete information available on every
bird species known to North America. This
revised edition features 250 completely updated
range maps, new plumage and species classification information, specially commissioned
full-color illustrations, and a superb new index
that allows birders in the field to quickly identify a species. 480 pgs.
Item # AMNGGBNA......................................................................................19.95

Book of
North American Birds
by Readers Digest Editors
The birds of North America are an endless
source of delight to anyone who enjoys
nature. This attractive and informative book
of 600 species includes a “special collection”
of more than 100 species that are rare. Each
portrait includes full color original artwork;
details on identification, habitat, nesting, and
food; and a color coded range map. 576 pgs.
Item # PERDENAB..........................................19.95

Telephoto Lens
Photography

A Field Guide To

Bird Photography
by Niall Benvie
A must-have field guide illustrated by the
author's spectacular work. Features everything you need to know to photograph birds
successfully and artistically. Beginners will
appreciate suggestions for taking their first
great pictures. Tips for taking photographs in
every season, and a handy bird photography
notebook to keep track of crucial information in the field.
Item # STFGBP ..............................................................................................14.95

by Rob Sheppard
The complete guide to telephoto lenses.
PC Photo and Outdoor Photographer
magazine editor, Sheppard has worked as
a naturalist, a photojournalist, a commercial photographer and a video producer.
Over 100 b&w and color photos taken
with a telephoto lens. Rob Sheppard is
Over 100 b&w and color photos. 112 pgs.
Item # AMTLP ...............................................................................................17.95

An Essential Guide To

The Master Guide For

Bird Photography

Wildlife Photographers

by Steve Young
Capture the beauty of birds on film-whether they're in flight, feeding,
bathing, or even mating. One of the
world's top bird photographers covers
all aspects of shooting, from setting up a
hide in your garden to finding rarities.
One of the finest photographic handbook of its kind — and a most
delightful account of one patient artist's passion for birds. 160 pgs.

by Bill Silliker, Jr.
Creating quality images of wildlife requires
three ingredients: the right equipment,
some skill at using it, and the knowledge of
a field naturalist. In this book, Master
Photographer Bill Silliker shows you how to
use tracking calls, and blinds—strategies
typically used by hunters to get close to animals—to get intimate portraits of wild subjects. 128 pgs.

Item # STEGBP ..............................................................................................19.95

Item # AMMGWP..........................................................................................29.95
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L I B R A RY
WILD & DOMESTICATES
Wildlife
Photography
Workshops

Dynamic Wildlife
Photography
Techniques for Creating
Captivating Images

Item # AMDWP .............................................................................................29.95

by Steve and Ann Toon
Nearly 150 exquisite examples of
wildlife photography, including
professional tips on choosing and
using various camera systems, the
basics of composition and perspective, understanding the behavior of your animal subjects, and
critical techniques of photographic storytelling. 168 pgs.
Item # STWPW ..............................................................................................29.95

L I B R A RY

by Cathy and Gordon Illg
Impress the viewers of wildlife photography who see thousands of photos
from around the world. Learn how to
creating dynamic images that are truly
dramatic and unique. Over 150 full
color photos. 128 pgs.

Life in the Wild

When and How to
Photograph Wildlife

A Photographer’s Year

How to Photograph
Dogs
by Nick Ridley
Dog lovers and photographers alike will
love this manual on how to take great
shots of man’s best friend. Plenty of
color images add extra appeal to the
advice on equipment , dog behavior and
handling puppies during a shoot. All the tricks of the trade are here,
with techniques for capturing Fido in any situation—at work, resting,
and at play. Every suggestion is easy to follow and fun to try. 156 pgs.
Item # STHPD................................................................................................24.95

Professional Techniques for
Pet and Animal
Photography

by Andy Rouse
One of the best at the art of wildlife
photography presents a year of his
work in an informative and visually
remarkable diary. Each month
includes valuable information on
planning a trip, packing equipment,
and taking the actual shot.
Breathtaking examples of the author's pictures. All in color. 192 pgs.
Item # STLW ..................................................................................................29.95

How to Take
Great Pet Pictures
Recipes for Outstanding Results
with any Camera

by Ron Nichols
With simple recipes for success, Ron Nichols –
a University of Utah photography instructor,
award-winning photojournalist and animal
enthusiast – shows you how to capture highly
memorable shots that will create timeless
images to treasure for years. 40 color photos. 80 pgs.
Item # AMHTGPP...........................................................................................14.95

How to Photograph Pets

by Debrah H. Muska
Deb Muska shows readers how to work
magic—from earning the subject’s trust, to
downplaying flaws, to capturing their unique
personalities in images that the average pet
owner— or breeder—will cherish. An
overview of methods used and chapters devoted exclusively to
photographing dogs, cats, horses, reptiles, and more. 128 pgs.
Item # AMPAPQ ............................................................................................29.95

by Nick Ridley
Photographing animals can be a challenge.
Capture that lasting portrait of your treasured pet with the help of a professional
who has an in-depth knowledge of both
photography and animal behavior. He
assumes no prior knowledge--and any
camera will do. Understand your pet's body language; begin to understand the finer points of composition and lighting; choose a suitable
background, indoors or out; catch the animal in motion. 168 pgs.
Item # STHTP ................................................................................................24.95
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by Peter Evans
If animals, travel, and pictures are your
passion, load your cameras and get set for
a photographic safari! A world-class photographer – winner of a silver medal from
the Photographic Society of America –
shows off his breathtaking work and reveals how you, too, can take
memorable images of wildlife in their own habitats. What you learn
here will make all your wildlife pictures perfect. All in color. 180 pgs.
Item # STWHPW ...........................................................................................29.95

L I B R A RY

L I B R A RY

NATURE in the WILDERNESS
Creative Nature
& Outdoor Photography

The Art of Nature
Photography

by Brenda Tharp
Packed with dozens of surefire strategies.
Demonstrates how to use classic visual
design principles to create compelling
nature photos. Includes practical advice
on lighting, color, visual design, and
more. Incorporates classic design principles with a deeper understanding of the
natural world and its “moments.” 160 pgs.

by Niall Benvie
This definitive, up-to-the-minute book
on the popular field of nature photography instructs the reader in the techniques needed to consistently create
stunning images based on the very latest
camera and computer innovations.
Stunning color photographs display the
beauty and wonder of nature. 160 pgs.

Item # AMCNOP ...........................................................................................24.95

Item # AMANP ..............................................................................................24.95
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Nature Photography
Field Guide

Beginner’s Guide To

Nature Photography

by John Shaw
This book of extraordinary photographs of
nature contains solid instruction on how
any photographer can aim for equally
impressive results every time a camera is
focused on the great outdoors. Using his
own exceptional work as examples, the
author discusses each type of nature subject
and how to approach photographing it. 160 pgs.

by Cub Kahn
Whether you like strolling in a neighborhood park or prefer hiking through a
million-acre wilderness area, the magic of
nature photography is available all around
you. With the techniques in this book,
beginners will learn how they can start
producing consistently excellent nature
photographs. 96 pgs.

Item # AMJSNPFG.........................................................................................24.95

Item # AMBGNP............................................................................................14.95

Wildlife Photography

The Best Of
Nature Photography

A Professional’s Guide to Marketing
and Managing a Successful
Nature Photography Business

Images and Techniques from the Pros

by Jenni Bidner and Melena Wagner
Favorite shooting techniques from legendary
nature photographers. Learn how each photographer has learned to express his or her
creative vision. Fascinating text with over
150 stunning world-class images, with an
inside look at the photographers who risk
their equipment, safety and sometimes their lives. 128 pgs.
Item # AMBNP...............................................................................................29.95

by Moose Peterson
The author has focused on some of the
world's rarest and most charismatic wildlife
for over two decades. By combining modern
camera technology with a vast knowledge of
biology, he hopes to educate the public
about our wildlife heritage through photography and words. 192 pgs.
Item # STMPGWP .........................................................................................24.95

Ghosts
in the Wilderness

Outdoor and
Survival Skills for
Nature Photographers

Abandoned America

by Tony and Eva Worobiec
Over a 7-year period, Tony and Eva
Worobiec, two of the greatest photographers of all time, traveled the
dusty paths of rural America. Along
with the evocative and beautiful images of abandoned farms, schools,
gas stations, grain elevators, tractors, diners and trucks — are the
words of the remaining residents. 176 pgs.
Item # STGW .................................................................................................60.00
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by Ralph LaPlant and Amy Sharpe
Learn to have a safe and productive shoot.
LaPlant is a Tribal Conservation Officer,
avid photographer and paramedic who has
given courses in outdoor survival. Sharpe is
a journalist and naturalist who has taught
outdoor education, forest ecology and outdoor living skills. 80 pgs.
Item # AMOSSNP ..........................................................................................17.95

For Any Inquiries Regarding Your Order, Call Our Customer Service:
(800) 221-5743 • (212) 239-7765 • FAX: (800) 947-2215 • (212) 239-7549

L I B R A RY
NATURE UP CLOSE
Closeups in Nature

Item # AMJSCUNP .........................................................................................22.50

Macro and Close-Up
Photography Handbook

by Ron Eggers & Stan Sholik
Capture breathtaking images of small
subjects: flowers, stamps, jewelry, insects,
etc. Designed with the 35mm shooter in
mind. Full of step-by-step techniques.
Create fascinating images of features too
small to be adequately observed by the
unaided human eye. For the novice and
professional photographer. 120 pgs.
Item # AMMCUPHB.......................................................................................29.95

L I B R A RY

by John Shaw
One of the country’s foremost nature
photographers offers closeup techniques
and covers exposure, equipment, and
composition, along with special equipment and lenses. Specific applications
include: extension tubes and bellows,
macro lenses; internal focusing lenses,
zoom lenses, supplementary lenses, teleconverters, flash and lighting. 144 pgs.

Focus on Nature

Nature Photography
Close Up

The Creative Process Behind Making
Great Photographs in the Field

Macro Techniques in the Field

by John Shaw
A best-selling author explains the creative
process behind his spectacular photographs
— how he decides exactly what to include in
a photograph, how he organizes a photograph, and how he visualizes what he wants
a photograph to be. Showcasing of more
than 100 of Shaw's most breathtaking images. 144 pgs.

Item # AMNPCU.............................................................................................29.95

Item # AMJSFNP ...........................................................................................22.50
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by Paul Harcourt Davies
Featuring a unique “think small”
approach to the unseen wonders around
us, this guide contains dozens of photos
accompanied by essays about how each
picture was created. Combines photography’s artistic techniques with the love of
nature. 160 pgs.

Complete Guide to

Close-Up

Close-Up & Macro
Photography

Creative Techniques for
Successful Macrophotography

by Paul Harcourt Davies
Explore the hidden world of pattern, texture and detail to create stunning details
without breaking the bank. Equipment,
lighting and technique are discussed in
detail. 200 Stunning color illustrations.
160 pgs.
Item # FWCGCUMP .......................................................................................24.95

by John Brackenbury
An awe-inspiring book that takes the
reader behind the lens with one of the
world's foremost experts specializing
in macro photography. This fascinating book will help you master the
intricate art. Illustrated with 150
incredible shots from Brackenbury's personal portfolio160 pgs.
Item # ROCU...................................................................................................34.95

How to Photograph

Close-Up Photography

Close Ups in Nature
by Nancy Rotenberg & Michael Lustbader
A guide to macro-photography gear and
techniques, illustrated with dazzling color
photos. Learn how to recognize and compose intimate natural scenes. Stunning
small-scale images await the photographer
with the eye and skill to capture them. The
authors create personal masterpieces. 142
pgs.

by Alan Constant
The first part of this book is dedicated to
the technical side of closeup work:
equipment, metering, special problems,
magnification and methods of achieving
it, lighting, and electronic flash. The second is the practical side of close-up
work. Heavily illustrated with diagrams,
tables and color throughout. Many tricks
and tips.128 pgs.

Item # STHPCUN ...........................................................................................19.95

Item # FOCUP ...............................................................................................39.95
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TRAILS & TRAVELS
Michael Busselle’s Guide To

Photographer’s Guide to the

Travel & Vacation
Photography

Grand Canyon
& North Arizona

Item # ROTVP................................................................................................24.95

The Photographer’s Travel
Guide

Item # STPGGCNA .........................................................................................14.95

Travel Photography

by William Manning, Detley Motz
and Christian Heeb
Guides readers on trip planning, selecting the
best equipment for a given location, time-saving shortcuts and the best locations for taking
stunning photographs of a variety of subjects. Covers dozens of places
throughout the U.S. and Canada. More than 100 photos in all. 83 pgs.

by Susan McCartney
This new edition will help every
photographer, whether amateur or
experienced, to uncover new ways of
taking exceptional pictures on the road.
World-acclaimed travel photographer
Susan McCartney offers both a definitive
guide to honing skills as well as a business
manual of expert tips for making each
endeavor profitable. 360 pgs.

Item # FWPTG ...............................................................................................27.95

Item # AMTPY.................................................................................................22.95

Where and When to Go
to Get the Shots You Want
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by Joseph K. Lange
Find a wealth of wonderful images in the
landscapes of the Grand Canyon and
Northern Arizona: spectacular canyons, towering spires, picturesque arches, and colorful
dunes. Where and when to go, equipment to
to techniques to use, park rules and regulations, etc. Stunning Arizona scenics. 122 pgs.

by Michael Busselle
Shooting without preparation will leave
you with a disappointing photograph.
Capture lasting and worthwhile records
of your travels with this indispensable
guide. A whole section on choosing
lenses, film, cameras and lighting
accessories—truly a complete and accessible guide to all. 207 pgs.

Photographer's Guide to

How To Shoot
Great Travel Photos

Yellowstone and the Tetons
by Joseph K. Lange
A first-ever guide to Yellowstone and the
Tetons especially for photographers. Dramatic
geysers, glittering waterways, majestic mountains, unique wild animals. Where and when to
go, how to find the best shots, what equipment
to take and techniques to use, park rules and
regulations, how to avoid the crowds.
Stunningly illustrated with brilliant color images. 128 pgs.
Item # STPGYST ............................................................................................14.95

by Susan McCartney
Illustrated with 150 breathtaking images
from the author’s own collection. A comprehensive road map to the challenges and
rewards of capturing original, top-notch
travel photos. World traveler and master
photographer, Susan McCartney, provides
tested techniques for shooting magnificent
photographs at practically every exotic scenario imaginable. 144 pgs.
Item # AMHSGTP..........................................................................................24.95

Travel Photography

Double Vision

by Christian Heeb, Detley Motz
Striking photos from around the
globe, by inspiring photographers
who capture stunning shots of their
own. Internationally known US
based travel photographers Christian
Heeb and Detley Motz present this
collection of spectacular photographs
from all over the world. A book for amateur and professional photographers alike who just want to get away with their camera! 128 pgs.

by Christopher Weston
and Nigel Hicks
One hundred of their finest photographs feature landscapes as diverse as
the crashing fury of the Bali seashore
and the cloud-tipped mountains of
Nepal. In-depth discussions about the
equipment and techniques used to
achieve each shot, as well as tips for
attaining similar results in your own photographs. 156 pgs.

Item # FWTP..................................................................................................24.95

Item # STDV ..................................................................................................29.95
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Spirit of Place

The Backpacker’s
Photography Handbook

The Art of the Traveling
Photographer

How to Take Great Pictures While
Hiking, Climbing, and Skiing

Item # AMBPPHB..........................................................................................19.95

Photographing
Wilderness

Item # AMSPX.................................................................................................24.95

L I B R A RY

by Bob Krist
Exquisite, lavishly illustrated and instructive pages on how artful camera use can
record the true spirit of a place. Take
memorable pictures of people, festivals,
wildlife, architecture, aerial and underwater shots. Directions for working in
both natural and artificial light. 160 pgs.

by Charles Campbell
A field guide to wilderness photography.
Whether you’re on an afternoon hike or scaling the Himalayas, backpacking adventures
are ideal for taking spectacular pictures. This
book covers all the rigors of living and photographing outdoors, from
protecting equipment to shooting on the move. 144 pgs.

Guide to

Climbing Photography
by Jeff Achey
Whether you're a climber who wants to
record your adventures or a photographer
who wants to learn how to shoot climbers in
action, this essential guide is the first to focus
solely on the sport. A professional adventure
photographer and expert climber explains
gear and technique and offers a gallery of
superb shots. 128 pgs.
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by Jason Friend
Taken in locations as diverse as the
United States and Western Samoa, these
magnificent landscapes provide beautiful and instructive examples of what a
photographer can achieve even in the
most challenging environments. A comprehensive hiking and photographic guide and impressive record of one man’s journey to some of
the world’s most breathtaking untouched settings. 168 pgs.
Item # STPWQ ...............................................................................................24.95

Item # STGCP..................................................................................................16.95

How To Take Great

Heavenly Bodies

Vacation Photographs

The Photographer’s Guide to
Astrophotography

by John Hedgecoe
A dream guide, easy-to-follow, abundantly
illustrated and practical. Expert advice and
novel techniques, vividly illustrated with 250
photos of popular vacation locales, from
mountaintop to seashore. With Hedgecoe’s
innovative approach, anyone can create
memorable images. 160 pgs.
Item # STHMGVP ........................................................................................24.95

by Bert P. Krages, Esq.
Reach for your camera and then reach for
the stars. If you ever wanted to capture the
glory of a shooting star, image a distant
planet, this book is for you. With some basic
skill, minimal photographic equipment, and
some intermediate-level astronomical tools,
you’ll be on your way to getting the images you desire. 128 pgs.
Item # AMHB.................................................................................................29.95

Scenic
Photography 101

Travel Photography
How to Research, Produce and
Sell Great Travel Pictures

A Crash Course to Shooting Better
Pictures Outdoors

by Roger Hicks and Frances Schultz
The book is written from the author’s first
hand experience of shooting travel pictures
for publication. Illustrated in color throughout with captions to describe each picture and
how it was taken, this book is both an inspirational guide and excellent source of advice for
the aspiring travel photographer. 208 pgs.

by Kerry Drager
Offering an all-inclusive range of the subjects people want to photograph outdoors,
this book shows landscapes, seascapes,
desert scenes, city views, country settings,
and historic sites. 144 pgs.

Item # FOTP...................................................................................................38.95

Item # AMSP101 ............................................................................................24.95
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Photographing
Plants and Flowers
by Paul Harcourt Davies
The complete guide to photographing
plants and flowers in gardens, the studio,
or the wild—destined to become the plant
photographer's bible. Learn how to "see"
the art and design of plants and flowers.
Take imaginative photographs that both
record and create an inspirational work of
art. A must-have addition to every photographer's library! 160 pgs.

by Nigel Hicks
Packed with hints, tips and essential information, this is a practical guide to getting
started as a professional nature photographer. It focuses is on how the industry
works, recognizing that success in this
profession does not rely entirely on your
skills of photography, but also on how you
organize and market those talents. Full of practical advice. 182 pgs.

Item # AMPPF................................................................................................29.95

Item # FOPNP................................................................................................39.95

Garden Photography

Essential Skills for
Nature Photography
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A Professional Guide

by Tony Cooper
Superb color photography, an authoritative text and an engaging and artistic
approach make this the most inspiring
guide to capturing the garden in all its
varied splendor. In-depth focus on garden
specifics, such as changes through the seasons, different locations,
plant portraits, garden buildings and backyard wildlife. 156 pgs.

by Cub Kahn
Learn all the skills you need from a
professional nature photographer, writer
and environmental educator who teaches
workshops on nature photography.
Includes: selecting equipment, choosing
locations, filters, and more. Over 70 color
and b&w photos. 128 pgs.

Item # STGPPG..............................................................................................24.95

Item # AMESNP.............................................................................................29.95

How to Photograph

Flowers
by Heather Angel
An internationally known nature photographer and author describes equipment,
film, lighting, composition and special
techniques for photographing flowers in
the wild and in gardens. Explores the
challenges of wind, light, and problem
colors. Also includes tips on making
money from nature photography. 144 pgs.
Item # STHPF ................................................................................................19.95

Photographing Your Garden
by Gail Harland
This guide is geared to the needs of the devoted gardener who lovingly plants and tends to
flowers, shrubs and trees. Sumptuous and
vibrant images, taken by the author, showcase
and teach every aspect of garden photography.
Equipment and its various uses, choosing a
subject and selecting a style, archiving the
final images—by the time you reach the final page, you’ll have the
expertise to produce your own portfolio. 192 pgs.
Item # STPYG.................................................................................................19.95

Photographing Flowers

How to Photograph

Inspiration, Equipment,
Technique

Insects and Spiders

by Sue Bishop and Charlie Waite
This sumptuous manual covers all the
practical skills and aesthetic considerations involved in shooting an array
of blossoms. Equipment, lighting,
exposure, depth of field; using color;
and artistic concerns such as the use
of backgrounds, soft focus, and special effects. 156 pgs.
Item # STPF....................................................................................................24.95
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by Larry West with Julie Ridl
The third volume in Stackpole's popular
'How to Photograph' series, this one is
filled with stunning images and helpful
information on technique. A valuable
reference for beginning, intermediate,
and advanced nature photographers.
128 pgs.
Item # STHPIS ...............................................................................................19.95
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Photographing
Your Garden

Loving Nature
The Right Way

Item # BOBLNRW .........................................................................................19.95

by David Bjurstrom
Large, richly colored images of roses,
plump tomatoes on the vine, and shimmering trees shot from below. Find out
the advantages and drawbacks of different
cameras and tripods; what accessories
make for a smooth shoot; and which
specialized lenses and filters open up
creative vistas. All in color. 128pgs.
Item # STPG...................................................................................................24.95

Photographing
the Patterns of Nature

Reptiles and Amphibians

by Gary Braasch
A beloved classic, updated with 80 new
images, this is the first book to teach
classic composition for nature pictures.
Flowers, trees, clouds, animals, mountains, rocks, sea-shells—learn how to
recognize the lines, shapes, textures,
colors, and movements that make up life
itself. 144 pgs.

by Larry West and William P. Leonard
Much more than a detailed technical
guide, it's also a good introduction for
any outdoor enthusiast to the wonders
of "creeping things" – snakes, lizards,
frogs, toads, turtles, and salamanders.
Also learn how to select and adapt photo
gear for use in the swamp and wetland.
128 pgs.

Item # AMPPNQ............................................................................................24.95

Item # STHPRA ............................................................................................16.95

How to Photograph

by Paul Harcourt Davies
Zooming in on the “faces” of dragonflies and
hornets, unearthing the intricate patterns of
fungi and mosses, and even capturing the
active beauty of plankton, Davies presents a
“think small” approach to natural subjects.
With dozens of full-color photographs, each
accompanied by a succinct and insightful
essay, this gorgeous book doubles as a
showcase and an instructional guide. 160 pgs.
Item # AMNPCU ...........................................................................................29.95

Photographing Plants and Gardens
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Nature Photography Close Up

by John Doornkamp
Written for anyone who wants to make a
photographic record of the beauty they find
in plants and gardens. The author clearly
explains his practical approach and how to
master basic skills that will ensure success.
Chapters include: composition, choosing the
right lens, flowers in close-up, filters, film
choice, and much more. 96 pgs.
Item # HOPPG ...............................................19.95

L I B R A RY

by William W. Hartley,
Bruce R. Hopkins (Editor)
Bill Hartley explains a biologically correct
approach to savoring wild places and
viewing wildlife. This book contains more
than 100 thought-provoking photos of
landscapes, wildflowers, birds and rare
animals. It is authored by Bruce R.
Hopkins. 160 pgs.

Art and Science of
Butterfly Photography
by William Folsom
Discover the photographic techniques for
capturing breath-taking images of colorful
butterflies. Understand and predict butterfly
behavior and when to photograph them.
William Folsom is a professional photographer whose photographs of the natural
world have appeared internationally in
numerous books, calendars, postcards and advertisements. 120 pgs.
Item # AMASBP .............................................................................................29.95

The Complete Guide to

Outdoor Photography
by Paul Harcourt Davies
Easy-to-follow, practical guide. Useful tips
for choosing film for particular lighting or
climactic conditions, to capturing elusive
shots that sum up the essence of an intriguing location. Tips and tricks to turn
everyday snaps into something really
special. 160 pgs.
Item # FWCGOP............................................................................................29.95
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Capturing
the Landscape
With Your Camera

Item # AMCLYC.............................................................................................22.50

The Field Guide To
Photographing
Landscapes
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by Niall Benvie
Illustrated with 200 extraordinary
photos. Provides a treasury of practical pointers and tested techniques
for photographing landscapes, from
epic panoramas to intimate details
of nature. A section on digital
equipment, finishing, and output.
160 pgs.

by Patricia Caulfield
Beautiful full-color photographs show
how to approach the landscape in stepby-step examples Covers issues from
cameras and lenses to composition.
Includes appendices to national parks
and nature preserves. 160 pgs.

Item # AMCLPQ ............................................................................................29.95

John Shaw’s
Landscape
Photography

by Allen Rokach
and Anne Millman
Illustrated with color photos of breathtaking
landscapes, this guide examines the criteria
of creating seasonal portraits, capturing
texture, shooting mountains—as well as
shooting at night. 128 pgs.

by John Shaw
A master photographer offers a
wonderful guide for all landscape
photographers. He provides basic
in-formation on film and exposure,
plus offers tips on problems like lens
flare. 144 pgs.

Item # AMFGPLS...........................................................................................16.95

Item # AMJSLP ..............................................................................................24.95

Landscape
Photographs
of Time and Place

National Geographic
Photography Field Guide
Landscapes

by Robert Caputo
Learn to compose and photograph the lay
of the land at its breathtaking best, whether
it is the Grand Canyon or the backyard garden. Tips on taking great photographs in
awful weather to gauging the best time of
day to get the best light for different subjects.
Item # AMNGPGL .........................................................................................21.95

Light and the Art
of Landscape
Photography

by Ferdinand Protzman
A first and only book of its kind.
The most exquisite and dramatic
landscape photographs ever taken
are explored for the enduring and
changing themes behind them. An
indispensable and truly extraordinary book — thought provoking and visually stunning. 168 pgs.
Item # AML ....................................................................................................50.00
Michael Busselle's Guide to

Photographing
Landscapes and
Gardens

by Joe Cornish
foreword by Charlie Waite
A rarely-seen glimpse into the art and
creative genius of one of the UK’s most
distinguished landscape photographers,
with explanations of the creative inspiration behind each of his magnificent
photographs. 160 pgs.

by Michael Buselle
From the intimacy of peaceful gardens to
the spectacle of dramatic landscapes,
coastal scenes, mountains, lakes, rivers
and waterfalls, Busselle explains the use
colour, light and composition to create
stunning, atmospheric images. A must have guide. 206 pgs.

Item # AMLALP .............................................................................................29.95

Item # ROPLG................................................................................................22.95
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L I B R A RY
LANDSCAPE
The World’s Top Photographers

Succeed In

Landscape

Landscape
Photography
by Mark Lucock
Insight into the daily life and decision-making of the working landscape photographer. The author, a
professional landscape photographer,
divulges trade secrets of producing
successful commercial and fine art photography, and offers inspiration to others in their own landscape image-making. 128 pgs.

Item # ROWTPL ............................................................................................34.95

Item # ROLPQ................................................................................................24.95

America
From The Air

L I B R A RY

by Terry Hope
A 'must-have' for amateurs and professionals alike, this elegant collection
brings together the most impressive
landscape shots by the world's most
acclaimed professionals. Featuring the
work of such luminaries as Charlie
Waite, Galen Rowell, Michael Busselle,
and other top photographers. 176 pgs.

Landscapes

Item # STAFTA...............................................................................................19.98

Item # STL......................................................................................................24.95

Photographing Landscapes
by John Hedgecoe
Every photographer who gazes upon majestic,
snow-capped mountains, a lush green countryside, or a colorful tapestry of autumn leaves
instantly reaches for the camera, hoping to
capture every nuance of the remarkable scene.
Using over 300 photos as examples, worldrenowned photographer John Hedgecoe discusses equipment, photographic controls, and
natural factors that shape the landscape. A masterful guide. 160 pgs.
Item # STJHPL ...............................................................................................17.95
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by Robert J. Moore, Jr.
See the grandeur and the variety of the
American landscape from high above.
Hundreds of oversized spectacular
photographs create a fascinating virtual
tour of 50 states from a vantage point
few of us have shared. Region by region,
manmade achievements and sights of
natural beauty come into view. 304 pgs.

by William Cheung
Excellent images, accompanied by
detailed and fascinating commentary.
Several top photographers reveal their
artistic secrets, explaining what they
saw, how they visualized the picture,
and how they dealt with technical
aspects like exposure, filters, and
composition to get the best possible
results. 128 pgs.

Professional Landscape
and Environmental
Photography
by Mark Lucock
Photographers can capture the magnificence of any landscape, natural or
urban—from rainforests to rocks and
mountains, grasslands to the concrete
jungle. Dozens of exquisite examples of professional work. All the
information you need to acquire a better understanding of the
magical craft of environmental photography. 192 pgs.
Item # STPLEP ...............................................................................................29.95

Infrared Landscape
Photography

Photographing
Creative Landscapes

by Todd Damiano
Landscapes shot with infrared can
become breathtaking. This professional
photographer has shot throughout the
picturesque deserts of California, New
Mexico and Arizona and analyzes over
fifty of his compelling images for infrared
techniques, composition and lighting.
128 pgs.

Simple Tools for Artistic Images
and Enhanced Creativity

by Michael Orton
Michael Orton's photos are sold worldwide and have been used in corporate
advertising, TV and video, magazines,
books, and as lithographed fine art
prints. 80 full color photos. 128 pgs.

Item # AMILP ................................................................................................29.95

Item # AMPCL ...............................................................................................29.95
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LANDSCAPE
How to Photograph

A Field Guide to

Landscapes

Landscape Photography

by Joseph K. Lange
An award-winning photographer gives
detailed, how-to information on both the
technical and artistic aspects of landscape
photography. Lange, master of dramatic
lighting and composition, presents a
clear, straightforward system for
recognizing, composing, and shooting
memorable landscapes. 144 pgs.
Item # STHPL..................................................................................................19.95

by Peter Watson
The most crucial element of a beautiful
nature photograph is you, the photographer. Dozens of tips and tricks, from
composition to technical considerations.
Make the most of light and color, and
overcome problems such as bad weather
and mist. Pinpoint the best opportunities
for success! 96 pgs.
Item # STFGLP...............................................................................................14.95

Field Guide to
Photographing Landscapes

Landscape Photography

by Charlie Waite
Everything you have to know to make great
pictures of landscapes each time you shoot.
Covers all the essentials you need to improve
your skills. This helpful guide, complete with
stunning landscape photographs and an
easy-to-understand text, belongs in every
nature photographer’s camera bag. 128 pgs.

by Michael Busselle
Capture coastline, mountains, lakes,
rivers, waterfalls, skies, and horizons on
film. This clear guide is for beginner as
well as experienced landscape photographers. Expert guidance on how to use
nature's shapes and patterns, the best
times of day to capture light and texture,
and much more. 128 pgs.

Item # AMFGPLS............................................................................................16.95

Item # ROBPGLP ...........................................................................................19.95

Secrets of
Successful Aerial
Photography
by Richard Eller
Learn how to plan for every aspect of a
shoot and take the best possible images
from the air. Discover how to control
camera movement, compensate for
environmental conditions and compose
outstanding aerial images. Over 100
color and b&w photos. 120 pgs.
Item # AMSSAP .............................................................................................29.95

Photography On Location
by Charlie Waite
A real master of landscape photography at
work. Filled with remarkable images, this
special collection of more than 30 fascinating articles from Outdoor Photography’s
popular “On Location” series follows this
world renowned photographer as he visits a
range of locations from mountains to
castles to coastlines. 144 pgs.
Item # STPLCW .............................................................................................19.95
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Better Picture Guide to

Photographing
Changing Light
A Guide for Landscape
Photographers

by Ken Scott
The author explains his own unique
approach to shooting landscapes,
demonstrated in multiple images and
detailed captions. His magnificent pictures show the ever-changing
outdoors, where variations in light, weather, season and time of day
all have a dramatic impact on how we perceive a scene. 168 pgs.
Item # STPCLG ...............................................................................................29.95

Black & White
Landscape Photography
by John Collett and
David Collett
Learn the art of black and white landscape photography. Features selecting
equipment, evaluating composition,
shooting in the field, using the Zone
system, and printing techniques for
dramatic professional results. 128 pgs.
Item # AMBWLP.............................................................................................29.95

L I B R A RY
YOU’RE ALL WET
The Underwater
Photographer

The Art Of

Photographing Water

Item # AMAPW..............................................................................................29.95

The New Guide to
Sea & Sea

2nd Edition

by Martin Edge
This popular manual, written by an experienced teacher of underwater photography
and illustrated in color , demonstrates how
to take stunning underwater photographs.
Its clear, non-technical style makes it an
indispensable guide to photographing the
wonders of the underwater world. 234 pgs.
Item # FOUWP................................................................................................44.95
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by Cub Kahn
This book is designed as a guide to field
techniques and is sure to be a source of
inspiration for outdoor enthusiasts of all
abilities, ages and experience levels who
are interested in landscape and nature
photography. Includes photography techniques, equipment and information on
composition. 128 pgs.

How to Photograph

Underwater
by Norbert Wu
Discover the unlimited wealth of color
and diversity of life under water. This
book teaches the principles of lighting
and positioning using the new, easier-touse equipment which has the potential to
make underwater photography almost
fool-proof. Learn to take beautiful photographs correctly under water. 128 pgs.

Item # SEBNGSS ............................................................................................24.95

Item # STHPUW .............................................................................................16.95

The Underwater
Photography Handbook
by Annemarie & Danja Kohler
Still photography and videography techniques, choosing the best equipment, using
equipment to its full potential and solving
technical challenges. Full-color diagrams,
tables, and charts provide easy reference
for exposure settings and composition. 200
color photos, 15 color drawings. 160 pgs.
Item # STUWPHB .........................................................................................21.95
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by Joe Librua & Cara Sherman
A revised and updated successor to the
Complete Guide to Sea & Sea, this encyclopedic reference for all underwater photographers
has everything you need to know to produce
professional quality images, starting with a
thorough, easy to understand Photo Course.
Step-by-step instructions in a how-to manual
for all skill levels. 335 pgs.

Underwater Photography
by Paul Kay
An award-winning photographer and
his breathtaking pictures provide beautiful inspiration. Dive into the deep
blue sea and record the wonders of
marine life. Capture the ocean's infinite
splendor with an array of underwater
shooting techniques. Suggestions on
choosing a camera, maintaining the
equipment, and lighting instructions in the watery world. 192 pgs.
Item # STUP...................................................................................................29.95

Successful Underwater
Photography

Water
by Heather Angel
Reflections on a still pond, waves along a
rocky coastline, mist shrouding a forest
clearing, ice coating the branches of a tree.
Capturing water on film can be a challenge.
In clear detail and with a wealth of color
photos, an expert shows you how to recognize great water shots. Includes a gallery of
her most stunning scenes. 144 pgs.

by Brian Skerry and Howard Hall
Two top marine photographers provide
no-nonsense tips for taking availablelight photographs, silhouettes, marine
wildlife portraits, close-focus and
wide-angle photos. Page after page of
dazzling underwater photography. 70
color, 35 b&w, 30 duotone. 144 pgs.

Item # STHPW...............................................................................................19.95

Item # AMSUP ...............................................................................................24.95
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The Art and Techniques of
Business Portrait
Photography

The Business of
Portrait Photography

by Andre Amyot
This unique book begins with an overview
of the business skills you’ll need to achieve
success. With discussions on everything
from finding a niche, to pricing your portraits, to advertising and even hiring a great
assistant, every business/marketing angle is
covered. You will be taking exceptional pictures. 128 pgs.

by Tom McDonald, Revised Edition
Portrait photography is one of the largest—
and most lucrative—specialties in photography. This comprehensive career guide offers
all the tools, techniques and tactics needed to
open a successful portrait studio or make a
current studio even more profitable. Business
strategies; photographic secrets for surviving and thriving in this
competitive field; dozens of topics; stunning photos. 192 pgs.

Item # AMATBPP...........................................................................................29.95

Item # AMBPP ...............................................................................................29.95

The Photographer’s Market
Guide to

The Art and Business of

Photo Editing

Photo Submission
and
Portfolio Formats
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Selecting and Evaluating
for Images Publication

by Bob Shepherd
Learn the whys and shows of fine-tuning
your images. Features lessons on balance,
patterns and order; composition; subject
emphasis techniques; targeting your images
for the right market; evaluating a photo's
technical merits. 128 pgs.

by Michael Willins
Detailed examples guide the photo
entrepreneur through the photo submission and selling maze. 160 pgs.

Item # AMABPE.............................................................................................29.95

Item # FWPMPS ............................................................................................18.95

Power Marketing

Stock Photography

for Wedding and Portrait
Photographers

Professional Techniques and Images

by Mitche Graf
Learn to identify your strengths as a photographer and develop a marketing plan that
allows you to achieve your financial, artistic,
and personal goals. With page after page of
sage advice from the author and other industry leaders, this book is perfect for those new to the field and those
photographers who want to improve an existing business. 128 pgs.

by Ulrike Welsch
Renowned stock photographer Ulrike Welsch
teaches you how to take the images that will
find a market in the highly competitive world
of stock photography. Covers: travel tips,
composition, selecting subjects, and defining
your market. The author’s stock photography
images have appeared in Smithsonian, Time,
World Paper, and Yankee, as well as in numerous textbooks. 120 pgs.

Item # AMPMWPP ........................................................................................29.95

Item # AMSPQ ...............................................................................................29.95

Interior Photography

Portfolios That Sell

Lighting And Other Professional
Techniques With Style

Professional Techniques for
Presenting and Marketing
Your Photographs

by Eric Roth
A comprehensive overview, written by a
practicing master in the field, on shooting
interior photography professionally for
artistic, technical, and financial success.
Focuses on all the techniques needed to
achieve success, including lighting, location,
props, and styling. 160 pgs.
Item # AMIP...................................................................................................29.95
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by Selina Oppenheim
The ultimate guide for creating an effective portfolio that will get the attention
of any potential client. Includes no-fail
tips for marketing, self-promotion, client
relationships, and more. 144 pgs.
Item # AMPSK ...............................................................................................29.95
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CREATIVE CAREER
Guide to International
Photographic
Competitions

Studio Photography

by Dr. Charles Benton
Feedback and exposure from competition
can help you improve and sell your photographs. Includes: scouting competitions,
making submissions, how judging works
and how to interpret and use your results. The author is a retired
chemist from Eastman Kodak who has competed extensively in
national and international photographic competition. 86 pgs.

Item # FOSPZ.................................................................................................29.95

Item # AMGIPC .............................................................................................29.95

Picture Editing

L I B R A RY

by John Child
Updated inspirational studio photography
guide stimulates your creative ideas. Fully
illustrated with brand new student and
author work, a color section is included to
show the photographic effects to their full
advantage. Focuses on technique, communication and design within the genres of still
life, advertising illustration, portraiture and
fashion. Achieve acceptable results and develop your skills. 200 pgs.

Professional

Marketing & Selling
Techniques

by Tom Ang
The art and discipline of picture editing
and picture management. Provides a
framework for understanding picture
editing as a many-stranded and complex
task. Techniques and technology, checklists, glossary and exercises to help the
student or trainee. It is illustrated with
many photographs, including over forty
color photographs in the plate section. 275 pgs.

by Jeff Hawkins and Kathleen Hawkins
Create, refine or restructure your wedding
portrait business. Achieve your financial
goals with professional sales techniques.
Includes online marketing, bridal shows,
direct mail campaigns, ideas for special promotions, sample business forms and advertisements. 128 pgs.

Item # FOPE...................................................................................................49.95

Item # AMPMSTWP......................................................................................29.95

for Wedding Photographers

by Lou Jacobs Jr.
If you're ready to delve into the world of
studio photography and gain a better command over your images, this is the book for
you. Whether you set up a temporary space
in a living room or rent a commercial
space, this guide will aid you in selecting
equipment, maximizing your creativity, and
fine-tuning your images—from still life to portraits. 128 pgs.
Item # AMSLPP..............................................................................................29.95

Selling Nature
Photographs

Photographers
and Their Studios
by Helen Boursier
Learn how to create a beautiful and profitable studio. Explore the studios of twenty
top photographers from around the world,
and examine the problems each faced as
well as the solutions they devised. Includes
consultation and viewing rooms, bathrooms, location scouting, production
areas, storage space, and more. 120 pgs.
Item # AMPTSQ ............................................................................................29.95

Shooting & Selling
Your Photos

by Norbert Wu
Selling nature photographs discusses in
detail how to set up an office system,
attract and maintain a good client base,
market photographs and negotiate fees.
Expert tips on composition and photography are offered as well. 75 color photos. 144 pgs.

by Jim Zuckerman
Combines beautiful show-and-tell photography. Authoritative instruction, updated
technological information and complete
coverage on breaking into today's photography market. The book is divided into 3
parts: "Shooting," "Building Your Image"
and "Selling." Offers everything readers
need to get serious about their photography. 144 pgs.

Item # STSNP.................................................................................................18.95

Item # FWSSYP ..............................................................................................27.95
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Studio Lighting
A Primer for Photographers
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Big Bucks
Selling Your Photography
by Cliff Hollenbeck
Comprehensive business guide to selling
photography. Renowned West Coast
photographer Cliff Hollenbeck teaches
his successful photo business plan.
Features setting financial, marketing and
creative goals. Plus much more. Now
updated with new information on digital
photography and the Internet. 144 pgs.

by Larry Cribb, Revised & Updated
This great book for beginners offers score of
ideas for photographers who want to sell photographs in their own communities. Readers
will learn what it takes to supplement their
income, or even make a living as a photographer without having a studio and without a great deal of expensive
equipment. Includes great ideas on where to find business. 224 pgs.

Item # AMBBSYP...........................................................................................17.95

Item # FWHYCM25MC.................................................................................17.95

The Photojournalist’s
Guide to Making Money
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How You Can Make $25,000
a Year
With Your Camera

Taking Pictures for Profit

by Michael H. Sedge
Expert research and first-rate resources take
experienced photojournalists to new heights
of success, while showing aspiring photojournalists how to begin their climb in a stimulating and rewarding field. Establish a business,
implement the latest research tactics, network
with editors, pitch to television producers, and
expand business through lectures and teaching. 224 pgs.

by Lee Frost
A successful freelance photographer provides the artistic, marketing and financial
basics one needs to turn talent into cash
— and an enjoyable hobby into a profitable business. Frost covers the different
markets for photographic services, copyright, money matters, and self-promotion
and shows you how to market your
images and sell your original work. 160 pgs.

Item # AMPGMM..........................................................................................18.95

Item # FWTPP ...............................................................................................19.95

How to Shoot and Sell
Sports Photography

Photojournalism
An Essential Guide

by David Herrod
In this beautifully presented collection,
one of the finest photojournalists working today shares his technical and
aesthetic approach to the art. The
subjects are diverse and fascinating:
hunting dogs in action; a jazz festival; a bicycle rider who's taken a
tumble; an auction and children in special education classes. The
moments are captured with clarity and emotion. 180 pgs.
Item # STPEG.................................................................................................24.95

by David Neil Amdt
A complete guide to success in the business
of sports photography. Create the best
possible images and market them for repeated sales. Learn how to study a team
before the game, how to work with clients,
and customizing your portfolio to get
noticed. This book provides a comprehensive study of the many facets of photographing sports events. 120 pgs.
Item # AMHSSSP...........................................................................................29.95

The Business of Studio
Photography

Business of Nature
Photography

by Edward R. Lilley
Portrait and wedding photographers will find
scores of proven-effective strategies for starting a new studio or improving an existing
one. Practical advice and surefire strategies for
every aspect of operating a photography
studio: from choosing a location, financing,
and equipping the business to pricing jobs,
negotiating with photo labs, and selling to the public. 336 pgs.

by John Shaw
A best-selling author shares the kinds of
pictures that sell; effective marketing; legal,
financial and rights issues; equipment, computers and software; and invoicing. Pictures
by exceptional amateur photographers and instructional text. 144 pgs.

Item # AMBSP................................................................................................19.95

Item # AMJSBNP ...........................................................................................35.00
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A Professional’s Guide to Marketing
and Managing a Successful
Nature Photography Business
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The Focal Handbook of

The Camera Assistant's
Manual

by Gerry Kopelow
A contemporary and pragmatic guide to
professional practice and career planning
that will help both the aspiring and established photographer make appropriate
choices in the face of the ongoing changes in
this industry. Many practical hints on making more money in less time with less effort.
386 pgs.

by David Elkins
A nuts and bolts guide for beginning camera
assistants and film students. Information on
all aspects of this unique position within the
film industry—from cinematography basics
to interviewing for the job. Also features an
expanded camera section, which lists and
illustrates new cameras, as well as specialized
camera and lens accessories. 416 pgs.

Item # FOFHBCP...........................................................................................44.95

Item # FOCAM ..............................................................................................39.95

Talking Photography

Building Your
Photography Business

Viewpoints on the
Art, Craft and Business

by Vik Orenstein
The guide is for amateurs seeking a friendly
overview of the business, established photographers delving into a new niche, freelancers interested in selling stock, and photographers starting their own studio. Bigpicture thinking with a soft touch delivers
practical and sound advice. 320 pgs.

by Frank Van Riper
An award-winning columnist presents his
expert answers to basic, yet rarely addressed
technical questions—from shooting pictures
under fluorescent light to defending yourself
against mosquitoes. Also features captivating
interviews with industry icons. 288 pgs.

Item # FWGBYPB ..........................................................................................18.95

Item # AMTPX...............................................................................................19.95

Pricing Photography
The Complete Guide to
Assignment and Stock Prices

by Michal Heron &
David MacTavish
3rd Edition
This classic guide provides a wealth
of time-tested information on
estimating prices, negotiating deals, and much more! New edition
features updated pricing charts, a buyer’s guide, and dozens of readyto-use forms and checklists. 160 pgs.
Item # AMPPR ...............................................................................................24.95

The Photographer’s Guide
to Negotiating
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Photographers Market Guide to

Success in
Print Competition
by Patrick Rice
People seek success more passionately
when their efforts are being evaluated. In
this book, you'll learn how competition
can benefit you both creatively and professionally, helping you to generate better
images, attract more clients, and earn the
respect of other professionals. 128 pgs.
Item # AMSPCQ ............................................................................................29.95

Photography Your Way

by Richard Weisgrau
Negotiating is crucial for anyone running a
business, but they don’t teach it in photography
school. Get tips for negotiating assignment
deals, digital and electronic rights, stock
photography sales, contracts, purchases,
and more. Interviews with an art buyer, a
photographer, and a photographer’s rep will
give you insight and the upper hand in many negotiations. 256 pgs.
Item # AMPGN ..............................................................................................19.95

A Career Guide
to Satisfaction and Success

by Chuck DeLaney
Rich with seasoned advice and practical
tools for conquering fears behind the
camera, this is a motivational guide for
anyone wanting to advance in the world
of photography as a career or hobby. The
author outlines career avenues and options.
256 pgs.
Item # AMPYW..............................................................................................18.95
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Business and Legal Forms
for Photographers

Legal Handbook
for Photographers

by Tad Crawford
3rd Edition
Updated to cover electronic rights, this
collection of essential forms and negotiation
tactics will meet every need on the business
end of the photographer's work. Includes a
CD-ROM with electronic versions of every
form you could possibly need – making this
an indispensable tool for photographers. 180 pgs.

by Bert P. Krages, Esq.
From photographing on private property or crime scenes, to dealing with
film or equipment seizures, Krages
offers readers solid advice that will help
them make well-informed decisions.
128 pgs.

Item # AMBLFP .............................................................................................29.95

Item # AMLHBP ............................................................................................19.95

The Rights and Liabilities of
Making Images
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Starting Your Career as a
Freelance Photographer
by Tad Crawford
A virtual treasury of advice, insight and
guidance for every freelance photographer!
Provides crucial marketing, business, and
legal know-how for every step of the process
— from creating a portfolio and promoting
your work, to winning the first client and
running a healthy, profitable business.
256 pgs.
Item # AMSCFP .............................................................................................19.95

Stock Photography
Business Forms
Everything You Need to Succeed in
Stock Photography

by Michal Heron
This complete set of forms has everything a
photographer needs to run and organize a
stock photography business. Step-by-step
instructions and helpful advice accompany
forms to organize shoots, travel, resources, clients, markets, and to
manage every detail of day-to-day operation. 144 pgs.
Item # AMSPBF .............................................................................................18.95

2005
Photographer's Market
by Donna Poehner
Provides photographers with the key guidelines they need to sell their work and build a
career. Provides: 2000 listings covering every
possible opportunity, including magazines,
stock agencies, ad firms, book publishers,
newspapers, businesses, galleries, and art
fairs; Fresh business advice and new information on how to break into book publishing markets. 640 pgs.
Item # FWPM2005.........................................................................................24.95

Wedding and Portrait
Photographer's Legal
Handbook
by Norman Phillips, Christopher S. Nudo
Capturing images of once-in-a-lifetime
events like weddings, bar mitzvahs, and
other special occasions can leave you
vulnerable to a host of legal problems. This
book gives advice to protect yourself against
legal action and how to proceed if you find
yourself in such a position. Contains 25 sample forms. 125 pgs.
Item # AMWPPLHB ......................................................................................29.95

The Big Picture

Law and Order

The Pro Photographer’s Rights,
Rates & Negotiation

Crime Scenes

by Lou Jacobs
Running your own photography business in
today's market demands the savvy and insight
contained in this indispensable guide. Sample
forms, contracts, letters, estimates and formulas will help you negotiate and increase your
potential revenue. Grow your talent into a
highly successful career. 218 pgs.

by Dick Wolf
Photographs
by Jessica Burnstein
A visually powerful look at the
show, featuring gritty crime
scene photographs from the
most popular episodes.
Anatomies of each crime scene, interviews and glimpses behind the
scenes makes this a must-have. 160 pgs.

Item # FWBPPPR...........................................................................................17.95

Item # STLO ...................................................................................................14.95
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How to Buy and Sell
Used Cameras

Freelance Photographer’s
Handbook

by David Neil Amdt
Learn to test camera and lens functions, and
evaluate their overall conditions to make the
smartest buying or selling decisions every
time. Discover what to look for, where to
look and how to get the price you want.
David Neil Arndt is a professional photographer and writer. Hundreds of his images have been distributed worldwide by the Associated Press and United Press International. 112 pgs.

Item # AMFPHB ............................................................................................29.95

Item # AMBSUC ............................................................................................19.95

Selling Photography

Item # AMSPZ................................................................................................24.95

Successful Self-Promotion
for Photographers
Expose Yourself Properly

by Elyse Weissberg & Amanda Sosa
There’s more to being a professional
photographer than taking great pictures.
Today’s self-employed photographers
must have marketing savvy to spare. This
guide teaches freelance photographers
what to do after the pictures have been
developed. 160 pgs.
Item # AMSSPSP............................................................................................29.95

Sell & Resell Your Photos

Photos That Sell

by Ron Engh, 5th Edition
The picture you make today can sell again
and again. This guide covers everything
from choosing a subject to marketing your
photos the right way — to the right people.
Dozens of photos, charts, tables and sidebars that help focus your goals and improve
your profit picture. All the information you
need to master the stock photography market. 374 pgs.

The Art of Successful
Freelance Photography

by Lee Frost
Actually two books in one, this guide not
only shows photographers—and those
aspiring to be—how to snap great commercial photos, but also offers hundreds of
success tips for selling them in the marketplace. Demonstrates how to snap great
commercial photos. 192 pgs.

Item # FWSRYP..............................................................................................19.95

Item # AMPTS ...............................................................................................24.95

Photography:
Focus On Profit
by Tom Zimberoff
An all-in-one reference to conquering the
photography business. Hundreds of timeproven procedures for making a profit and
the software (CD-ROM included) to do it.
This no-fail guide details the “best practices”
for starting, running, and evaluating the
ongoing operation of a photography business. 416 pgs.
Item # AMPFP................................................................................................34.95

How to Shoot
Stock Photos That Sell
by Michal Heron, 3rd Edition
Written by a leader in the world of stock
photography, this completely revised and
updated edition provides practical, detailed
advice on every area of producing, marketing, and selling stock photography—from
the basics of planning and producing a
shoot to running a successful stock business.
224 pgs.
Item # AMHTSSPTS......................................................................................19.95
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by Roger Antrobus
A picture may be worth a thousand words.
But in his straightforward approach to the
fine art of selling photography, author and
professional photographer, Roger
Antrobus, explains how a picture can also
be worth thousands of dollars—provides
practical answers to the questions every
photographer asks when making the move
from amateur to professional. 128 pgs.

L I B R A RY

by Cliff and Nancy Hollenbeck
Learn the ins and outs of freelance photography. Choosing equipment, starting a
business, selecting marketable subjects,
preparing sales proposals; photojournalism, stock, travel, and more. The authors
specialize in editorial and commercial
image making and have received gold
medals at film festivals in Chicago and New York. 112 pgs.

L I B R A RY
IN THE DARK
Capture the Night
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How to Take Great Pictures
After Dark

The Complete Guide to
Night & Low-Light
Photography

by John Carucci
Every photographer tries to shoot at night,
when subjects seem mysterious and magical. Different nighttime lighting conditions
can pose quite a challenge. This book takes
the mystery out of night photography. A
first step-by-step guide to focus on photographing at night, not just in low light. 144 pgs.

by Lee Frost
With just a little skill and imagination, even
amateurs can produce breathtaking photographs at night or in low-light settings. This
guide tackles a wide range of themes and
lighting situations, with specific guidance for
shooting low-light landscapes, portraits, buildings, fireworks displays,
lightning, sunrises, and sunsets. 192 pgs.

Item # AMCNYC............................................................................................24.95

Item # AMCGNLP .........................................................................................29.95

Night Photography

Photography at Night

Honorable Mention in the 2002
Golden Light Award Committee

Getting the Most
from Low-Light Conditions

by Andrew Sanderson
This uniquely accessible guide unlocks
the mysteries of how to attain stark,
beautiful images after dark. Detailed,
practical advice on film speeds, reciprocity failure, street lighting, exposure
control, contrast and tone, and much more. Clear, simple step-by-step
instructions . Over 150 stunning photographs. 128 pgs.
Item # AMNP .................................................................................................29.95

Better Available Light
Photography
by Joe Farace and Barry Staver
Learn to understand the different kinds of
lighting challenges that exist and how to
overcome them in order to create great
photographs. For the amateur or aspiring
professional who is looking to discover the
joys of creating useful images when photographic conditions are at their most difficult. 156 pgs.
Item # FOBALP..............................................................................................33.95

The Photographer’s Guide
To Using Light

by Richard Newman
Night photography is an exciting challenge.
All the normal rules of daylight photography
are broken, and the extreme contrasts in
light levels allow photographers to create
dramatic and evocative images. More than
just a standard photography manual, this is
also a valuable teaching tool. Improve your low-light skills. 128 pgs.
Item # AMPAN...............................................................................................24.95

Better Picture Guide to

Lowlight Photography
by David Daye
Focuses on the built-in obstacles of lowlight photography and how to overcome
them. Learn how to maintain consistently accurate exposures, work with slow
shutter speeds and achieve color accuracy
with exposures that are measured in
minutes. Stunning examples of indoor
and outdoor mixed-lighting conditions. 128 pgs.
Item # ROBPGLLP.........................................................................................19.95

Secrets of Lighting
on Location

by Ted Schwarz and Brian Stoppee
Learn to apply theory to reality. Bridging
the gap between theory and application,
this guide provides a practical course on
one of photography’s most important
subjects. Specifically designed to help photographers understand the basic principles
of lighting, as pertains to the reality of
everyday situations. 144 pgs.

by Bob Krist
Solutions to the serious photographer’s
biggest challenge—on-site lighting dilemmas—are fully revealed and diagrammed
in this book, illustrated with exciting
assignment shots from locations around
the world. 144 pgs.

Item # AMPGUL ............................................................................................19.95

Item # AMSLL ................................................................................................24.95
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A Photographer’s Guide to
Professional Lighting Techniques

L I B R A RY
LIGHT AND EXPOSURE
Creative Exposure Control

Perfect Exposure

How to Get the Exposure
You Want Every Time

From Theory to Practice

by Roger Hicks and Frances Schultz
Exposure is one of the most demanding
aspects of photography and not always
easy achieve. Acquire a thorough knowledge of theory, materials, processes and
equipment. This comprehensive new
book presents authoritative information
on all aspects of exposure, both in theory and in practice. 192 pgs.

Item # AMCEC...............................................................................................24.95

Item # AMPEZ ...............................................................................................29.95

L I B R A RY

by Les Meehan
Clear, practical advice for giving creative
control back to the photographer. Conveniently
organized into three sections —Understanding
Exposure, Assessing Exposure, and Controlling
Exposure—from basic theory through such
topics as metering systems and adjusting
exposure in the camera, as well as the processing stage. 128 pgs.

The Photographer’s Guide
to Exposure

Understanding Exposure
How to Shoot Great Photographs
with a Film or Digital Camera
Revised Edition

Illustrated techniques
for using your equipment
effectively and creatively

Item # AMUE .................................................................................................24.95

Zone System
Step-by-Step Guide for
Photographers

by Brian Lav
Master the exposure and printing system
used by Ansel Adams to create his masterpieces. Consummate educator and photographer Brian Lav provides easy, step-by-step
instructions that make this often intimidating system simple to learn and apply. 100
duotone pictures. 128 pgs.
Item # AMZSSS..............................................................................................29.95

by Jack Neubart
Subject made accessible and appealing. With
side-by-side comparison shots throughout
the book, Neubart tells you how to take the
technically accurate shot and shows how to
make the image even more striking by manipulating the exposure.
Item # AMPGE...............................................................................................19.95

The Photographic Guide
to Exposure
by Chris Weston
Brilliant photographs, charts and graphics,
the entire complex art of exposure is
“exposed” and stripped down. Dozens of
questions about the process are answered.
Discover how different exposure meters
work; control camera functions for good
exposure; cope with difficult lighting
conditions; use exposure to create mood, and much more. 176 pgs.
Item # STPGE.................................................................................................24.95

Overexposure

Perfect Exposure

Health Hazards in Photography

Secrets to Great Photographs

by Susan D. Shaw & Monona Rossol
An indispensable guide that covers all the
risks faced by photographers, lab personnel,
and others involved with photographic
chemicals. Discusses health and safety; setting
up a safe workplace; a review of harmful
chemicals; health issues in conservation and
restoration, and right-to-know laws. 320 pgs.

by Jim Zuckerman
Even experienced photographers secondguess themselves when it comes to exposure. With hundreds of photographs that
cover every lighting situation imaginable,
this book trains photographers to recognize situations in which light meters will
be ineffective, and then counsels them on
how to deal with each situation. 82 pgs.

Item # AMOE .................................................................................................18.95

Item # FWPE ..................................................................................................27.95
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by Bryan Peterson, Revised Edition
More than 100 vivid, graphic comparison
pictures illustrate every point. Special techniques explore such options as deliberate
under- and overexposures, how to produce
double exposures, bracketing, shooting the
moon, and the use of filters.

L I B R A RY
PORTRAITURE

L I B R A RY

50 Portrait
Lighting Techniques
for Pictures That Sell
by John Hart, Revised Edition
This revised best-seller features dozens of
new strategies. Covers both studio and
outdoor settings, this comprehensive text
deals with the specialized area of lighting
portrait photography. Attractive, easy-tofollow book on portrait lighting techniques
that conveys author’s love of photography as an art. 144 pgs.

by Bill Hurter
From yearbook advertisements, postcard
mailings, and promotions to web site
development and digital graduation
announcements, every corner of the teen
and senior portrait market is covered in this
book of advice from the experts. Features
artistry of top senior portrait experts. 128 pgs.

Item # AM50PLT............................................................................................24.95

Item # AMBTSPP...........................................................................................29.95

Master Posing Guide for
Portrait Photographers
A Complete Guide to Posing
Singles, Couples and Groups

670

The Best of
Teen and Senior Portrait
Photography

The Lighting Cookbook
Foolproof Recipes for Perfect
Glamour, Portrait, Still Life, and
Corporate Photographs

by J.D. Wacker
Improve your portraits. Discover what your
client truly wants through a psychological
approach to posing. Practical techniques are
provided for every aspect of posing, beginning with the consultation and continuing
on to dealing with a variety of different clients. 128 pgs.

by Jenni Bidner
This bright new manual offers a smorgasbord of delicious ideas for studio lighting.
Step-by-step lighting recipes, lighting
diagrams, setup details, and lens choices—
plus photos by top pros specializing in
major areas of studio work. 144 pgs.

Item # AMMPGPP.........................................................................................29.95

Item # AMLCB ...............................................................................................24.95

The Portrait

Black & White

Professional
Techniques and Practices in
Portrait Photography

Portrait Photography

by Eastman Kodak
Professional photographers discuss the art
and practice of portrait photography.
Experts, including Denis Reggie, Frank
Cricchio, and Don Blair, offer guidance on
equipment, lighting, exposure, weddings,
specialty portraits, and more. 120 pgs.
Item # KOBP ..................................................................................................24.95

Portraits

by Helen Boursier
From the book: "Anyone who has ever
watched a b&w movie on television, then
switched to a color channel, can tell you that
one medium is distinctly different from
another. You must learn to see the world in
b&w, and help your clients to do the same.
Color film records form, while b&w film
records contrast." 128 pgs.
Item # AMBWPPQ.........................................................................................29.95

The Art and Techniques
of Business Portrait
Photography

by Ann Henly
A good portrait captures and conveys a
person's spirit. It can show the full face or
focus on an eye, expressive hands, engaging smile, or out-of-focus turn of the
head. Even the simplest camera can do
the trick. A series of remarkable portraits,
artistic and commercial, with tips and
techniques to help you take an unforgettable photo. An unequalled education in portraiture! 128 pgs.

by Andre Amyo
Covers every business/marketing angle from
finding a niche, to pricing portraits, to
advertising and even hiring a great assistant.
Also lighting tight spaces, ensuring a safe
environment, shooting equipment,
computers, etc. Thorough discussion of
composition and lighting strategies employed. 12 pgs.

Item # STPQ...................................................................................................24.95

Item # AMATBPP...........................................................................................29.95
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PORTRAITURE
Classic Portrait
Photography

The Art and Business of

High School Senior
Portrait Photography

Techniques and Images
from a Master Photographer

Item # AMCPP ...............................................................................................29.95

Item # AMABHSPP........................................................................................29.95

National Geographic

Faces

Photography Field Guide
People & Portraits

The Creative Process
Behind Great Portraits

Item # AMNGPGP .........................................................................................21.95

High Key Portrait
Photography
by Norman Phillips
Master photographer Norman Phillips
shows readers how to avoid common pitfalls
to produce flattering high key portraiture.
Readers will learn to recognize high key
portraits, and to create this popular style in
their own studios—or in their backyards.
From metering for perfect exposures, to
achieving correct lighting ratios. 128 pgs.
Item # AMHKPP............................................................................................29.95

by Jane Brown
This book delivers exactly what its title
promises—pictures of faces. Jane Brown has
over 45 years practical experience as a professional portrait photographer. Working
exclusively in black and white, using only
natural light and one SLR camera, she has photographed many
famous individuals. Here she reveals the secrets of her craft. 160 pgs.
Item # STF......................................................................................................19.95

Studio Portrait
Photography
A Guide to Classic
Portrait Photography

by Jonathan Hilton
More than a hundred top-quality portrait
photographs. Explains how each was
taken and highlight the basic points of
composition, posing the subject, selecting
the best camera angles and lenses, and
how to set your lights. 160 pgs.
Item # ROPPSPP............................................................................................34.95
The Complete Idiot’s Guide:

Lighting and Exposure
Techniques for

Portrait Photography

Outdoor and Location
Portrait Photography
by J. J. Allen
The author takes you step-by-step through
the techniques you need to succeed – from
selecting portable equipment, to choosing a
setting with good light. You'll learn to eliminate lighting and exposure problems and
create flattering, consistent results on every shoot. 128 pgs.
Item # AMLLL................................................................................................29.95

by Kathleen Tracy
This is a practical manual that teaches all
that is involved in creating portraits, step
by step. It offers tips on poses, discusses
lighting, makeup and framing, and even
explains equipment purchasing — as well
as maintenance. Can’t get better (and
simpler) than that. 360 pgs.
Item # PECIGPP ............................................................................................19.75
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by Robert Caputo
When's the right moment to snap a sunset?
How do you "freeze" your child in action on
the soccer field? What subjects photograph
best in black and white? This informationpacked guide answers these questions and
more. Capture the spirit of important
moments. 160 pgs.

L I B R A RY

by Ellie Vayo
Insights and techniques on how to
attract clients and create the unique portraits that will generate the best (and
cheapest) advertising in the world: word
of mouth. This new book covers all of
the aspects of this challenging business.
128 pgs.

Go behind the scenes and learn the techniques required to capture flawless images
of portrait subjects in ever imaginable
situation—from posing and lighting large
groups, to orchestrating on-location shots
that even the most discriminating client
will cherish. 128 pgs.

L I B R A RY

L I B R A RY

PORTRAITURE
Photographic Portrait:

The Field Guide to Photographing

Techniques, Strategies
and Thoughts on Making
Portraits with Meaning

Watercolor Portrait
Photography

by Robin Gillanders
In this comprehensive work, celebrated
portraitist and teacher Robin Gillanders
explores the subject in depth. Looking at
all kinds of portraiture in both color and
black & white, he discusses in depth how
to give portraits real meaning. 144 pgs.
Item # FWPP ..................................................................................................29.95

The Portrait Book
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A Guide for Photographers

by Steven H. Begleiter
Professional photographers will increase
the marketability of their images and
achieve success with these tips for creating and marketing beautiful and unique
portraits. Includes information that will
help any photographer put his or her
finger on the pulse of the editorial market's needs. 128 pgs.
Item # AMPB..................................................................................................29.95

by Helen Boursier
Learn to create painterly images by manipulating Polaroid SX-70 prints. Includes
manipulation techniques, computer
enhancements, marketing and much more.
Helen Boursier has operated a portrait
studio since 1983. She works exclusively
with black and white portraits of families and children. 112 pgs.
Item # AMWPP..............................................................................................29.95

Professional Secrets of
Natural Light Portrait
Photography
by Douglas Allen Box
Learn to select the right setting, equipment,
backdrop, and props, as well as how to
control the balance of light between subject
and background. Each sample portrait is
accompanied by detailed technical information. Window, porch, shade, and all lighting
types and situations are discussed in this step-by-step manual. 120 pgs.
Item # AMPSNLPP...........................................................................................29.95

Outdoor and Location
Portrait Photography

Better Picture Guide to

Portrait Photography
by David Wilson and David Daye
Effective lighting, composition, background, and techniques for portrait
photography are fully explained in this
great guide to great portraiture, which
takes the reader through every stage of
shooting a portrait—formal, informal,
or candid shot. Detailed information
on camera equipment. 120 pgs.
Item # ROBPGPP...........................................................................................19.95

by Jeff Smith
Complete guide to shooting outdoors
and on location. Understand and control
natural light, and select the perfect scene
Included are tips for posing, selecting
clothing and marketing your work The
Right Equipment Selecting the Perfect
Scene Elements of Style Marketing
Outdoor Photography. 120 pgs.
Item # AMODLPP............................................................................................29.95

The Best of

Better Picture Guide to

Portrait Photography

Lighting
for Portraits

by Bill Hurter
This indispensible guide contains everything you need to know about posing,
eliciting expressions, creating dynamic
compositions, utilizing traditional lighting
setups, and more. Practical, hard-won
advice. The portfolio section offers an
inside look at the working habits, styles
and strategies of industry pros. 128 pgs.

by Steve Bavister
Explains the lighting set-ups behind the
world's best portrait photography. Each
photograph is accompanied by side- and
plan-view diagrams showing how the
set-up worked. Includes a directory of
photographers — an excellent resource
for art directors and designers. 160 pgs.

Item # AMBPPQ ............................................................................................29.95

Item # ROLP...................................................................................................34.95
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L I B R A RY
PHOTOGRAPHY BASICS
How to Take Great
Photographs

John Hedgecoe’s
Photography Basics
by John Hedgecoe
"Hedgecoe uses the most commonly owned
beginner’s cameras...to demonstrate how the
camera works in simple, non-technical language."--Photographic Trade News.
"...The lessons are easy, given the well-laid-out
visual examples....Whether those images be
action shots or landscapes, candids or portraits, the principles common to all photography guides are on display...."--Booklist. 160 pgs.

Item # STJHHTGP.........................................................................................24.95

Item # STJHPB...............................................................................................17.95
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by John Hedgecoe
Bring a master photographer and best-selling author into your home for a "back-tobasics" course on practical photography.
This unique series of hands-on exercises,
illustrated with more than 200 superb
photos, prepares you to work on your
skills at your own pace. Details on the
latest equipment and specialist techniques. 160 pgs.

The Q&A Guide to Photo
Techniques

Getting the Best from Your
35mm SLR Camera

by Lee Frost
A fully updated, expanded and revised edition of a popular author's most successful
book for the photography enthusiast.
Essential answers on the basics of photography--both hardware and technique,
including the latest digital technology--are
presented in the most accessible and interesting way. 144 pgs.

Item # STGBYSC............................................................................................17.95

Item # FWQAGPT..........................................................................................24.95
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by Michael Burgess
With more than 200 photographs, plus
information designed to help you hone
basic skills, this introduction to the 35mm
SLR camera offers guidance on choosing,
buying, and using the equipment. Find out
how to analyze an image, take pictures of
classic subjects, create special effects with
flash, and lots more. 176 pgs.

Take Great Pictures

Using Your Camera

A Simple Guide

A Basic Guide
to 35mm Photography

by Lou Jacobs, Jr.
What makes a great picture? This
book shows those new to photography how to master the
basics of exposure, composition,
and lighting, making picturetaking more satisfying than ever before. Discussions on multiple
formats, films, filters, and artistic techniques make this book perfect
for the novice photographer. over 80 full color photos. 112 pgs.

Revised and Enlarged Edition
by George Schaub
The classic best-seller, completely revised
and rewritten! 35mm is still going strong!
Designed and written for the amateur, with
basic concepts, no-fail techniques, and practical information. The bible for anyone who
wants to master the art of 35mm photography. 160 pgs.

Item # AMTFPSG ..........................................................................................14.95

Item # AMUYC ..............................................................................................24.95

Basic 35mm Photo Guide
for Beginning
Photographers

Mastering the Basics of
Photography
by Susan McCartney
The perfect camera-bag companion for every
serious novice photographer who shoots on
location in the field. All the basics of camera
function are explained in east-to-understand
language. Composition and training the
photographer’s eye to handle light and contrast are fully explored. 192 pgs.
Item # AMMBP..............................................................................................19.95

by Craig Alesse, 5th Edition
Fully illustrated each step of the way.
Includes f-stops, shutter speeds, films,
lenses, composition, camera care, more.
The author has produced television commercials, taught in high schools and colleges, and has written and
produced numerous films and slide presentations. Over 170 photos.
108 pgs.
Item # AMB35PG...........................................................................................12.95
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BABES IN COYLAND
Professional Secrets for
Photographing Children

Children

L I B R A RY

Techniques and Images in
Black & White

Easy and Affordable Techniques
for the Photographer

by David Wilson
Capture the child's natural character
rather than a perfectly posed photograph.
Modern and visually appealing. Children
shows photographers how to take winning pictures. Invaluable information
demonstrates the development of modern techniques including cross-processing and soft focusing. 144 pgs.

by Douglas Allen box,
2nd Edition
Featuring lighting diagrams for every image,
this book covers everything you need to
create memorable images of children of all
ages. Included are: working with kids, posing, equipment selection, and special event photography. 128 pgs.

Item # ROCCP ...............................................................................................34.95

Item # AMPSPCQ ..........................................................................................29.95

Studio Portrait
Photography of Children
and Babies

Photographing Children
with Special Needs
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A complete Guide for Professional
Portrait Photographers

by Karen Dorame
Like all other parents, the moms and dads of
special needs children want to celebrate
their families’ special moments with memorable portraits. This guide shows photographers how to design a shoot and how to
meet their subjects’ unique needs. 128 pgs.

by Marilyn Sholin
2nd Edition
Learn to work with the youngest portrait
clients to create images that will be treasured for years to come. Includes tips for
working with kids at every developmental
stage, from infant to preschooler. Features:
lighting, posing and much more. 128 pgs.

Item # AMPCSN ............................................................................................29.95

Item # AMSPPCB...........................................................................................29.95

Photographing Children
in Black & White
by Helen T. Boursier
Learn the skills needed to create highly marketable black-and-white portraits of children.
From siblings on the beach to a child alone
with a treasured toy, tried-and-true secrets
are given for getting kids to behave, while
also making sure that the children are having
a good time. Capture those priceless expressions that set every child
apart from the crowd. 128 pgs.
Item # AMPCBW ...........................................................................................29.95

Creative Techniques for

Photographing Children
by Vik Orenstein
Regardless of experience and skill, anyone
can capture the magic of childhood on film
with Vik Orenstein's technical and creative
advice. He provides nine professional portraiture projects that range from simple to
challenging. Each one comes with the
detailed advice and step-by-step instructions
needed to photograph children like a pro.160 pgs.
Item # FWCTPC ............................................................................................29.95

Photographing
Babies and Toddlers

How to Photograph
Your Baby’s First Year

by John Hedgecoe
It's your child's first birthday, so you
drag him to a discount photo "studio"
where he is propped up in front of a
phony backdrop, a strange toy stuffed in
his hand, and sternly instructed to smile.
You'd cry too if it happened to you!
Don't rely on someone else. Do it yourself, with professional tips. 128 pgs.

by Laurie White Hayball
This simple guide shows those without a
background in photography how to take the
best possible pictures during their child’s
first year. With technical and artistic tips, this
book cleverly points to endearing photo
opportunities, as well as those that can be
created with a few simple props. 112 pgs.

Item # STPBT.................................................................................................19.95

Item # AMHPYBFY........................................................................................14.95
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ALL IN THE FAMILY
Professional Secrets of
Natural Light
Portrait Photography

Item # AMPSNLPP ........................................................................................29.95

Family Portrait
Photography

by David Daye
Instructions for the photographer in
shooting family portraits tailor-made
to specific age groups. How to photograph toddlers who won't keep still, to
tips about sensitive lighting designed
to complement older subjects. Create
distinctive portraits of babies, young
children, teenagers, couples, seniors,
and family groups. 144 pgs.
Item # FWFPPP..............................................................................................34.95
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by Douglas Allen Box
Create stunning portraits of children,
couples and families with the simple
beauty of natural lighting. Window,
porch, shade, and all lighting types and
situations are discussed in this step-bystep manual. Over 80 full color photos.
128 pgs.

Family Portraits

Photographing Your
Children

Item # AMFPP................................................................................................29.95

Item # STPC ...................................................................................................19.95

National Geographic

Photography Guide
for Kids
by Neil Johnson
A practical, inspiring photo guide especially for kids ages 10 and up. Text, photos,
and diagrams teach basic photographic
concepts, using a variety of simple pointand-shoot cameras. A section on digital
photography. Full color photos. 80 pgs.
Item # AMNGPGK.........................................................................................12.95

Group Portrait
Photography Handbook

Capture Your Kids
in Pictures
Simple Techniques
for Taking Great Family Photos
with Any Camera

by Jay Forman
Using stunning yet unintimidating
photographs and simple techniques,
this photography guide teaches parents
or grandparents how to take better photographs of their children.
The images are the main teaching tools. 144 pgs.
Item # AMCYKP ............................................................................................19.95

The Best of Children’s
Portrait Photography

by Bill Hurter
Of all the portrait specialties, photographing
groups is particularly demanding. How do
you pose a group? How do you keep everyone in sharp focus, let alone create an
interesting composition? Bill Hurter, editor
of Rangefinder magazine, provides a detailed
study of what makes group portraiture work.
Illustrated with images by top portrait photographers. 128 pgs.

by Bill Hurter
Get behind the images and see how awardwinning photographers create memorable
portraits that capture the magic of childhood. The author and editor of Rangefinder
magazine draws on the work and experience of over twenty top
professional photographers in the portrait industry. 128 pgs.

Item # AMGPPHB .........................................................................................29.95

Item # AMBCPP.............................................................................................29.95

Techniques and Images
from the Pros
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by Helen Boursier
Take great family portraits and market
your work. Includes: posing, lighting,
working with clients, shooting on
location, attracting business, running
promotions and presenting your portraits
effectively. 128 pgs.

by John Hedgecoe
Preserve every landmark event and stage of
your children's lives in professional-quality
photographs. Best-selling author and
renowned photographer John Hedgecoe
offers parents, grandparents, and family
friends plenty of helpful advice on getting
the most out of your young models. 400 fullcolor photographs; creative ideas and tips. All in color. 144 pgs.

Professional Techniques
and Images

L I B R A RY

L I B R A RY

PHOTOSHOP
Photoshop
for Photography

Beginner’s Guide
to Adobe Photoshop

The Art of Pixel Processing

Easy Lessons
for Rapid Learning and Success

by Tom Ang
In this essential guide, expert photographer Tom Ang demonstrates how
anyone can harness the creative potential of photo-enhancing software to
create simply superb images using
nothing more than basic computer
equipment and an ink-jet printer. 128 pgs.

by Michelle Perkins, 2nd Edition
Unlike most Photoshop books which overload you with information you'll never
need, this guide to Adobe Photoshop focuses on the skills that are critical to using the
program effectively—tools that you will use
everyday, with every image. 128 pgs.

Item # AMPPH...............................................................................................24.95

Item # AMBGAP ............................................................................................29.95

Photographer’s Guide to
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Photoshop
by Barrie Thomas
A practical step-by-step guide by Britain's
leading Photoshop lecturer and Adobe
Certified Expert. Specifically tailored to the
demands of the photographer. Simple and
easy-to-follow. Guides readers through everything they need to know from the simple tasks
of organizing image files and learning the basic controls, to sophisticated colour correction and image manipulation techniques. 144 pgs.
Item # FWPGPS .............................................................................................29.95

Creative Photoshop
Lighting Techniques
by Barry Huggins
A good understanding of light and lighting
can render realistic drama to images in
Adobe Photoshop. From bringing sunshine
to photos of a cloudy day to creating
underwater effects, it’s all here, well illustrated and explained beautifully. Find out
about light sources, color temperature, and classic studio lighting
setups. A must-have for any Photoshop user. 192 pgs.
Item # STCPLT...............................................................................................29.95

Traditional Photographic
Effects with
Adobe Photoshop
by Michelle Perkins & Paul Grant, 2nd Ed.
Learn to Simulate Infrared
Photography, Create Vignettes,
Handcolor Photos, and more..

Use Photoshop to achieve traditional photo
effects; to add the look of specialized filters
and techniques, how to achieve darkroom effects without a darkroom, create handcolored images, and much more. 128 pgs.
Item # AMTPEAP ..........................................................................................29.95
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Photo Salvage with
Adobe Photoshop
Techniques for Saving
Damaged Prints, Slides and Negatives

by Jack & Sue Drafahl
Problem slides, negatives, prints? This book is
your step-by-step guide to restoring them to
their original condition—and even making
them look better than they ever did before.
Learning how best to convert your images to digital files, and what
hardware and software you’ll need to manipulate them. 128 pgs.
Item # AMPSAPQ. .........................................................................................29.95

Plug-Ins
for Adobe Photoshop
A Guide for Photographers

by Jack & Sue Drafahl
Improve images quickly and easily with these
Adobe Photoshop® accessories. With plug-ins,
you can amplify your imaging experience and
abilities beyond your wildest dreams.
Introduces can’t-miss special effects like lightning, puffy white clouds, and puzzle pieces, plus red-eye removal and
other handy tools. 128 pgs.
Item # AMPIAP..............................................................................................29.95

The Photoshop User’s
Encyclopedia
Every Photoshop Term
You're Ever Likely to Need, See or Use

by Peter Cope
It is the sheer size of Photoshop--that allencompassing system universally used by
designers, illustrators, and photographers-that
makes it the leading application. More than
3000 examples of lingo and over 650 color
photos will guide you through the language maze. 256 pgs.
Item # STPUE ................................................................................................24.95

L I B R A RY
CREATIVE COMPOSITION
The A–Z of Creative
Photography

Home Photography
Inspiration on Your Doorstep

by Andrew Sanderson
An accomplished photographer reveals
how some of the best subjects for creative
and compelling photographs are usually
right in one’s home. Even the most mundane objects can be transformed into
striking images. Ten expertly written
chapters demonstrate the myriad ways family, friends, a garden, animals, or a backyard view can be imaginative works of art. 128 pgs.

Item # AMAZCP ............................................................................................24.95

Item # AMHPH..............................................................................................24.95

The Creative Photography
Handbook

L I B R A RY

by Lee Frost
More than seventy techniques are covered in detail – including advanced
exposure, bounced flash and candlelight,
infrared, multiple images, soft-focus
effects, unusual vantage points, zooming, and more. Tips for each technique
help readers achieve superb results, even
on the first attempt. 160 pgs.

Learning to See Creatively
Design, Color & Composition
in Photography

by Bryan Peterson, Revised Edition
Almost everyone can “see” in the conventional sense, but developing photographic
vision takes practice. This guide helps
photographers visualize their work, and the
world, in a whole new light. Now totally
rewritten, revised, and expanded, this bestselling guide takes a radical approach to creativity. 160 pgs.

Item # FWCPHB ............................................................................................24.95

Item # AMLSC ...............................................................................................24.95

Zoom Lens
Photography
by Raymond Bial
The owner's manual for zoom lenses!
Includes how to take vacation, landscape,
still life, sports and other photos. Features
how to choose the right zoom lens, mastering photography with a zoom, taking care
of your lens, zoom tricks and special effects.
Raymond Bial is a professional writer, photographer, and college librarian. 112 pgs.
Item # AMZLP ...............................................................................................14.95
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by Lee Frost
This invaluable sourcebook of techniques
and ideas from a best-selling author is
guaranteed to put the creativity back into
your photography. More than 70 creative
techniques and subject ideas to help you
produce exciting, innovative images. Spice
up your picture-taking with this invaluable
sourcebook of ideas and effects. 160 pgs.

Tao of Photography
Unlock Your Creativity
Using the Wisdom of the East

by Tom Ang
Combining ancient principles of harmony with modern camera techniques,
this unusual book offers new ways to
innovative, meaningful, and memorable
pictures. Apply Tao concepts of Yin and
Yang and “the Way” to photography.
144 pgs.
Item # AMTPK...............................................................................................29.95

Creating World-Class
Photography

Elements of Color
Photography

How Any Photographer Can Create
Technically Flawless Photographs

The Making of Eighty Images

by Ernst Wildi
Learn to identify and correct technical flaws
in your images and create high quality,
world-class photographs. Formerly released
as Achieving the Ultimate Image, this book
has been revised in full color and completely updated! 50 color photos,128 pgs.

by George E. Todd
A veteran photographer distills the knowledge and experience he gained over 30
years as a writer, teacher, and practicing
photographer. Clear step-by-step illustrations show how color photography can become as effective a composition tool and as fine an art form as monochrome. Features dazzling,
full-color examples of photographic techniques in action. 128 pgs.

Item # AMCWCP ...........................................................................................29.95

Item # AMECP ...............................................................................................29.95
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Mat, Mount,
and Frame It Yourself
by David Logan
A great deal of planning is essential for
success: Logan shows how to compose the
entire presentation so that it will be aesthetically pleasing. Some of the tools and materials required are fairly common (e.g., saws
and molding), while others are more esoteric (e.g., museum-grade matboard).
Attractive photos are a helpful resource for
beginners to copy. For framers of all skill levels. 160 pgs.

by Richard Newman
Whether you want to extend the longevity
of your black & white prints, improve
contrast, “antique” your images, or treat
them to electrifying color, this book is for
you. Richard Newman brings toning out of
the dark—and out of the darkroom. With
minimal equipment and a well-ventilated
space, anyone can learn to tone prints. 128 pgs.

Item # AMMMFIY .........................................................................................24.95

Item # AMTTPP.............................................................................................29.95

The Photographer's Guide
to Using Filters
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Toning Techniques for
Photographic Prints

by Joseph Meehan, Revised Edition
Combining technique and creativity, this
book remains the definitive source for data
about the full range of filters and their
application with both color and black-andwhite film. Now that so many different
filters are available, serious photographers
may take a dozen on a photo shoot for
producing the different effects that are shown in these pages. 144 pgs.
Item # AMPGUFP..........................................................................................24.95

Handcoloring Photographs
Step by Step

by Sandra Laird, Carey Chambers
Handcoloring is easy to learn, creatively
satisfying, and fun. Takes you step-by-step
through the hand-coloring process, using a
variety of media, like oils and watercolors.
Easy-to-understand instructions and illustrations. Builds your knowledge and encourages you to try new techniques. 112 pgs.
Item # AMHCPSBS........................................................................................29.95

The New Photo Crafts
Photo Transfer Techniques
and Projects for Fabric, Paper,
Wood, Polymer Clay and more

by Suzanne Tourtillot
If you have favorite family photos stored
away, they can be transformed into great
projects from wearable art to lampshades
and home decor accessories. This book is
filled with ideas which include using a photocopier or color computer
printer to create unique designs. 128 pgs.
Item # STNPC ................................................................................................18.95
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Family Photocrafts
Preserving Your Treasured Past
in Special Ways

by Marie Browning
With a color copier or laser printer, these
images can grace any number of decorative
items. Open up those scrapbooks and journals to find a wealth of material for
découpage, transfers, and designs. Projects
include a Vacation Memory Box, Baby Door
Sign, Beaded Photo Purse and Beveled Glass Ornament. 128 pgs.
Item # STFP....................................................................................................14.95

The Photographer’s
Toning Book
by Tim Rudman
Appropriate for beginners as well as experienced professionals, the guide covers
such processes as selective toning; archival
and negative toning; simple and advanced
uses of bleaches and developers; using
unconventional, such as tea and coffee;
making homemade toners; and much more. 208 pgs.
Item # AMPTB ...............................................................................................29.95

Photographers’ Guide to
Web Publishing
by Charles Saunders
The Internet offers photographers an
unprecedented opportunity to exhibit (and
sell) their work worldwide. This insightful
and succinct manual gives them the expertise
needed to do it. No sophisticated or expensive equipment is required. Easy-to-follow
approach to building and maintaining a professional-looking Web site. 192 pgs.
Item # STPGWP.............................................................................................19.95

L I B R A RY
ART & CRAFT
Decorating with
Family Photographs

Creative Matting
and Framing

Creative Ways to Display
Your Treasured Memories

For Photos, Artwork,
and Collections

Item # STDFP.................................................................................................14.95

by Trice Boerens,
photographs by Kevin Dilley
Features innovative projects for creating
beautiful frames with stamping, polymer
clay, decoupage, fabric, mosaics, and even
leaves, shells, and flowers. Turn an ordinary
mat or frame into an extraordinary treasure! 112 pgs.
Item # AMCMF..............................................................................................19.95

Fine Art Photography
Terry Hope
The fine art market is flourishing on an
international scale. Shows and new
galleries dedicated to photography are
opening to cater for that demand. This
beautifully illustrated book looks at all
aspects of this growing market and advises photographers of all levels on how to
get involved 160 pgs.

by Bill Smith, Revised Edition
This revised and updated edition of the
classic manual provides all the information
photographers need to bring their art to the
next level. Filled with practical, real-life
examples and excellent step-by-step
exercises. Demonstrates techniques of
composition, color, lighting, perspective, and more. 144 pgs.
Item # AMDPQ ..............................................................................................24.95

The Art of Handpainting
Photographs
by Cheryl Machat Dorskind
The process of handpainting photographs
combines the art of black-and-white
photography with a personal expression of
color. Create evocative portraits, picturesque landscapes, or vivid street scenes
that reflect your individual vision and perception of the world. Entire
handpainting process from start to finish. 144 pgs.
Item # AMAHPP. ...........................................................................................24.95

Item # ROFAP ................................................................................................34.95

PhotoPainting
The Art of Painting
on Photographs

by James A. McKinnis
Perfect for all levels, from beginner to
veteran artist. Demonstrates how to create
an array of photopainting techniques. This
guide shows artists, photographers and
crafters how to take handcoloring photographs to the next level, transforming the
original into something closer to a painting than a photo. 144 pgs.
Item # AMPP. .................................................................................................24.95

Photographic Composition

Toning and Handcoloring
Photographs

Guidelines for Total Image Control
Through Effective Design

by Tony Worobiec
Perhaps as a reaction against the growing
tide of digital photography, many traditional photographic techniques are enjoying a
creative revival. The most popular are the
related skills of toning and handcoloring.
Now you can master this unique, age-old
technique. Readers are taken step-by-step
through each process. 170 gorgeous photographs. 128 pgs.

by Tom Grill and Mark Scanlon
Effective image design, a key ingredient in
successful photographs, is a skill that any
serious photographer must learn and master. This guide demonstrates a modern, clear
and easily understandable approach to composing great photographs. Combines
straightforward text with instructive yet compelling images. 144 pgs.

Item # AMTHP...............................................................................................24.95

Item # AMPC .................................................................................................19.95
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Designing a Photograph
Visual Techniques for Making Your
Photographs Work

L I B R A RY

by Ryne & Teresa Hazen
“Truly a picture book. It shows, rather
than tells, how to display photographs in
every nook of your house. Provides
ample illustration that a picture is really
worth 1000 words.”—Somerset Studio
128 pgs. All in color.

L I B R A RY
ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY
Creating
World Class Photos

Architecture
Developing Style in
Creative Photography
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How any photographer
can create technically
flawless photographs

by Terry Hope
Unlike most Photoshop books which
overload you with information you'll
never need, this guide to Adobe
Photoshop focuses on the skills that are
critical to using the program effectively—tools that you will use everyday,
with every image. 128 pgs.

by Ernst Wildi
Learn to identify and correct technical flaws
in your images and create high quality,
world-class photographs. Formerly released
as Achieving the Ultimate Image, this book
has been revised in full color and completely updated. 80 pgs.
Item # AMCWCP ...........................................................................................29.95

Item # ROBWPA ............................................................................................29.95

Advanced Infrared
Photography Handbook

Xtreme
Sports photography

by Laurie White Hatball
Building on the techniques taught in Laurie
White's popular Infrared Photography
Handbook, this book features information
on light metering, how to develop “infrared
sensitive” eyes, improving shadow detail,
and much more. Laurie’s images sell as fine
art and have been the subject of exhibit.
100 full color photos. 128 pgs.

Taking Pictures on the Edge

Item # AMAIPH.............................................................................................29.95

by David Corfield
A visually explosive adrenaline rush of a
book for adventurous photographers and
xtreme sports fans. Showcases the stunning
work of over 30 of the world's greatest
xtreme sports photographers, including Bob Martin, Richard Pelham,
and Neale Haynes, many of whom are winners of prestigious international awards. Insight into the art of capturing vital images. 176 pgs.
Item # ROESP.................................................................................................34.95

The Art of
Panoramic
Photography

Extreme Photography
The Hottest, Coldest, Largest,
Smallest, Fastest, Slowest,
Brightest, Darkest, Weirdest

by Terry Hope
Photography is about much more than
putting the camera to the eye and pressing
the shutter. Sometimes it's too small, too
large, far away, too hot, too cold or hidden from the eye. This book
takes the medium to the limits of possibility and beyond human capability—a definitive guide to alternative image making. 160 pgs.
Item # ROEP ..................................................................................................24.95

by Nick Meers,
intro by Leo L. Larson
An inspirational guide to creating
panoramic pictures using everything from simple 35mm and
APS cameras, through more specialized medium- and large-format
cameras, right up to the 360-degree digital panoramas. A must-have
book for anyone with an interest in panoramic photography. 144 pgs.
Item # ROS .....................................................................................................29.95

Applied
Photographic Optics

Advanced Photography
by Michael Langford, 6th Ed.
A practical book for students and serious
enthusiasts who wish to achieve more
professional looking results. From choosing lenses and camera equipment, to film
types and technical data, lighting and
tone control, processing management and
color printing; technical solutions and
practical advice on all aspects of professional photography. 336 pgs.

by Sidney F. Ray, 3nd Edition
A complete, comprehensive reference
source for anyone wanting information
on photographic lenses, from the student
to the practitioner or specialist. This third
edition has been expanded to include the
rapid progress in the last decade in optical
technology and advances in relevant
electronic and digital forms of imaging.

Item # FOAP...................................................................................................49.95

Item # FOAPO...............................................................................................157.95
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LIBRARY
ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY
Beyond the Zone System

Photographic Possibilities
The Expressive Use of Ideas,
Materials, Processes

by John Valentino & Robert Hirsch
A reliable source of techniques and ideas
for the use of alternative and contemporary photographic processes. Integrates
technical methods with aesthetic outcome.
Discover modern and classic methods of
creating and manipulating images in clear,
step-by-step instructions. 272 pgs.

Item # FOBZS ................................................................................................46.95

Item # FOPPQ................................................................................................39.95

Professional Press,
Editorial & PR
Photography

L I B R A RY

by Phil Davis, 4th Edition
This edition of Beyond the Zone System
makes the science of photographic sensitometry both accessible and useful to interested photographers. It will appeal to any
serious photographer interested in knowing
how the materials and processes of blackand-white photography work. Provides the
basis for understanding what needs to be
done and why. Promote a true partnership of science and art. 220 pgs.

The Practical Zone System
A Guide to Photographic Control

by Chris Johnson, 3rd Edition
The subject of the zone system is now very
much in the mainstream among amateur as
well as professional photographers. This
newly revised edition of a photography classic teaches photographers how to recognize
the zones both on the print and in the field
or studio, to pre-visualize their photograph
and expose accordingly. 176 pgs.

Item # FOPPEPRP .........................................................................................39.95

Item # FOPZS.................................................................................................46.95

Beyond Basic
Photography
A Technical Manual

by Henry Horenstein
This book answers the more technical
questions of photographers who are
already familiar with the basics. The
author discusses in detail: the negative,
photo chemistry, processing, techniques for control in both film and
print processes, light, and view camera techniques. Illustrated with
almost two hundred drawings and photographs. 242 pgs.
Item # LIBBP..................................................................................................26.50

Photos With Impact
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by Jon Tarrant
Packed with hints, tips and first-hand
advice on the day-to-day running of a
business, the equipment you need and how
to organize your finances, and how to get
the best results — all the things that professionals might wish they had known
when they first started out. 192 pgs.

Fine Art Photography
by Terry Hope
The fine art market is flourishing on an
international scale. This beautifully illustrated
book looks at all aspects of this growing
market and advises photographers of all levels
on how to get involved. Sections on producing,
exhibiting and selling your work as well as a
study of photographers who’ve “cracked” the
market make this book a truly comprehensive
guide to breaking successfully into the business. 160 pgs.
Item # ROFAP.................................................................................................34.95

Zone System for
35mm Photographers

by Tom MacKie
Learn how to view your subject, compose
your picture, and take the best image possible with this stunning new guide from a
renowned photographer. Taking - and
making - a photograph that will have more
impact than others requires much insight
and the harnessing of abilities and techniques. Tom Mackie recognizes that a key technique in his work is the
ability to see subjects that others might miss. 144 pgs.

by Carson Graves, 2nd Edition
Thousands of photographers have used
the simple techniques described in this
book to produce consistently excellent
negatives and luminous prints. This new
edition shows photographers how to apply
the principles and procedures of the Zone
System to both black and white and color
photography. 144 pgs.

Item # FWPWI ...............................................................................................24.95

Item # FOZS35P.............................................................................................39.95
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John Hedgecoe’s Guide to
35mm Photography
The world’s best-selling photography author
shows how to achieve professional results in a
pocket-sized guide. Questions answered
include: how a camera works, films, exposure
and lighting, including sunlight and flashes.
Develop your skills with tips on equipment
and techniques needed for photographing
unusual viewpoints, wildlife, filter effects, still
lifes, portraits, sunsets, and more.
Item # STJHG35P............................................................................................12.95

Photographic Lenses
by Ernst Wildi
Photographer’s Guide
to Characteristics, Quality,
Use and Design

World-renowned photographer
approaches the topic of lenses and
optics from a photographer's point of
view. He covers terminology, how different types of lenses function, and the
pros and cons of the different makes
and models.
Item # AMPL..................................................................................................29.95

Photography

Secrets of Color

The New Complete Guide
to Taking Photographs

in Photography

by John Freeman
Become a better photographer with hundreds
of tips for taking more creative and expressive
photographs with APS, SLR and digital cameras. Sixteen easily understood sections,
including Understanding Cameras and Film,
Photographing People, Nature, The Urban Landscape, and more.
Improve the quality of your photos. 288 pgs.

by Jim Zuckerman
The captivating images of acclaimed
photographer Jim Zuckerman embody the
perfect union of light, composition and
color. Photographers of all skill levels will
learn how to capture the same stunning,
beautiful effects in their own work with
filters, artificial lighting, digital imagery
and more. 144 pgs.

Item # STPH...................................................................................................29.95

Item # FWJZSCP............................................................................................27.95

Photographer’s Filter
Handbook
A Complete Guide
to Selection and Use

by Stan Sholik & Ron Eggers
Begins with a primer on the electromagnetic spectrum and light absorption. All
about filters; the materials from which they
are made; how specific filters work; how to
compensate for a change in available light.
128 pgs.
Item # AMPFHB ............................................................................................29.95

Beginner’s Guide to
Pinhole Photography
by Jim Shull
Kids and adults can take pictures with
their own homemade cameras. Includes
building a camera, selecting paper or
film, making the exposure, developing
and printing – all in easy, step-by-step
language. Jim Shull teaches workshops
for young people at a center for art and
ecological studies. 80 pgs.
Item # AMBGPHP .........................................................................................17.95

Mastering Flash
Photography

Photography
A Crash Course

A Course in Basic to Advanced
Lighting Techniques

by Susan McCartney
Vitally important to all photographers,
lighting is thoroughly explored in this
first fully color-illustrated guide to flash
techniques, from point-and-shoot to studio
work. Learn, or improve your flash techniques. 144 pgs.

by Dave Yorath
An amusing, often surprising, always
informative illustrated guided tour through
the history of photography and the story of
the people and the technology behind the
images. Filled with fun facts. Showcases
important photographs that help document
history and define our culture, as well as the
photographers who took them. 144 pgs.

Item # AMMFP ..............................................................................................24.95

Item # AMPCCQ............................................................................................14.95
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SHOOT
Shoot!
Everything You Ever Wanted
to Know About 35mm Photography

Item # AMSQ .................................................................................................29.95

by John Freeman
Illustration and text explains how
interior lighting effects are achieved
through the examination of work by
leading contemporary photographers.
The images have been chosen for their
stylishness, diversity and technical
excellence. A complete guide to photographing interiors. 160 pgs.
Item # ROLIP .................................................................................................34.95

National Geographic
Photography Field Guide

Beginner’s Guide to
Photographic Lighting

Secrets to Making Great Pictures

Techniques for Success
in the Studio or on location

by Don Marr
Master the lighting tools used by professional photographers to achieve flawless images.
Created for advanced amateurs and photography students, this book includes dozens of
lighting diagrams and practical lessons with
step-by-step text and images. 128 pgs.

Item # AMNGPFG .........................................................................................24.95

Item # AMBGPL.............................................................................................29.95

Photographic
Lighting
Simplified
by Susan McCartney
The ultimate guide to lighting! In nontechnical terms, this book shows how to take existing light sources—bright sunlight or indoor
lighting— and recreate their effects in the
studio. Also addresses the lighting challenges
of digital cameras. 192 pgs.
Item # AMPLS................................................................................................19.95
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by Peter K. Burian and Robert Caputo
From the institution that set the standard for
exceptional photography comes the definitive
how-to volume – fully revised and updated
with the latest information. Inspires as it
informs. Stories of how and why photographers
made their photos gives insight and helps you
take your own best pictures.

Learning to Light
Easy and Affordable Techniques
for the Photographer

by Roger Hicks and Frances Schultz
Amateurs who assume that artificial light
is too technical and expensive for their use
will quickly dispel that thought with the
help of this guide. This practical book—
split into two main sections, Techniques
and Equipment, and Projects—should be
on every photographer’s bookshelf. 160 pgs.
Item # AMLL ..................................................................................................24.95

Infrared Photography
Handbook

The Essential
Photography Manual
by Tim Daly
An essential user-friendly reference guide to
photography. Explains photographic equipment and techniques, along with practical
tips and advice from the professionals.
Beautiful full-page photographs. A comprehensive encyclopedia features diagrams and
thumbnail photographs illustrating all the
key photographic terms and concepts. 208 pgs.

by Laurie White Hatball
Discover the unique world of infrared
photography. Features of this volume
include: taking your first roll of infrared
photos, proper equipment, darkroom
techniques, composition, and more.
Laurie has filmed MTV music videos,
educational films, commercials, and dramatic shorts. 112 pgs.

Item # ROEPM...............................................................................................34.95

Item # AMIPHB .............................................................................................29.95
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Liz Harvey
Whether you’re just starting out in 35mm
photography or you want to improve your
technique, Shoot! is the book you’ve been
waiting for. Its 256 pages are filled to the
brim with the finest instruction—detailed
information and helpful advice — from
fourteen of the world’s leading photographers. 256 pgs.

Lighting for Interior
Photography
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Nikon Compendium
by Simon Stafford , Rudi Hillebrand
& Hans-Joachim Hauschild
The thoroughly revised, fully illustrated edition of The Nikon Compendium is updated
to include all the new Nikon cameras, lenses,
and accessories. Describes virtually every
Nikon camera ever produced, right up to the
wide variety of popular digital models.
Professional and amateur photographers,
enthusiasts, collectors and retailers will want this book. 416 pgs.
Item # STNC ..................................................................................................29.95

by Klaus-Peter Bredschneider
The N75 (also called the F75 in Canada and
elsewhere) is Nikon’s new, powerful, compact
single-lens reflex (SLR) camera; and if you
want to learn how to make the most of its
capabilities, this well-illustrated Magic
Lantern Guide provides all the necessary facts
and fundamentals. From the button functions
to the exposure basics, every facet of the camera comes into clear focus. 176 pgs.
Item # STMLGNN75......................................................................................19.95

Nikon Camera
Repair Handbook

Canon EOS Rebel Ti
EOS 300V

by Thomas Tomosy
Learn to diagnose, repair and restore this
popular brand of cameras. Includes information on camera bodies, lenses and
accessories, with basic through advanced
techniques explained in clear language.
Thomas Tomosy is a European trained
master camera technician. 160 pgs.

by Arthur Landt
Lantern guides show the way to sophisticated
picture-taking. This latest entry in the series
focuses on the brand-new Canon EOS Rebel
Ti (EOS 300V outside of North America).
The Rebel series already popular, this new
model is even lighter, faster and easier to
operate--perfect for amateurs. 176 pgs.

Item # AMNCRB............................................................................................39.95

Item # STMLGCERTI. .................................................................................19.95

Restoring
Classic & Collectible
Cameras

Snap It, Paint It, Stitch It!

by Tony Worobiec
Step-by-step instructions show how to
restore a vintage camera. Learn to work on
antique leather, brass and wooden components to achieve a complete camera
restoration. An excellent illustrated guide.
Perfect for camera collectors. 128 pgs.

by Thomas Tomosy
A detailed technical manual for repairing
and restoring these classic cameras,
lenses and accessories (including light
meters, winders/motors, viewfinders and
flash units). Step-by-step instructions for
each model. 140 pgs.

Item # AMRCCC............................................................................................34.95

Camera
Maintenance & Repair
Advanced Techniques
A Comprehensive,
Fully Illustrated Guide

by Thomas Tomosy, Book 2
Building on the basics covered in the first
book, this book teaches advanced troubleshooting and repair techniques. It's easy to
read and filled with photos. 175 black &
white photos and diagrams. 176 pgs.
Item # AMCMR2 ...........................................................................................29.95
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Leica Camera
Repair Handbook

Item # AMLCRHB..........................................................................................39.95

Restoring
the Great Collectible
Cameras
1945-1970

by Thomas Tomosy
Covers the most sought after 1945-1970
camera models. Includes disassembly and
cleaning, as well as fabricating new parts,
tool alternatives and repair methods.
Over 240 illustrations. 128 pgs.
Item # AMRGCC............................................................................................34.95

L I B R A RY
CLASS ACT
Camera
Maintenance & Repair

The PIP Expanded Guide to the

Nikon F80/N80

Item # AMCMR .............................................................................................29.95

Item # STPIPGNN80 .....................................................................................19.95

Collectors Guide to
Kodak Cameras
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by Thomas Tomosy, Book 1
Learn to maintain and repair your own
camera equipment. Clear step-by-step
instruction on the repair of all popular
camera formats. Features specialized repair
techniques for hundreds of cameras. 176 pgs.

by Matthew Dennis
With its combination of sophisticated, hightech features and extremely reasonable pricing, the Nikon F80/N80 is a proven winner.
This handbook helps users stretch the camera
to its limits. Explains every aspect of layout
and operation. Learn everything about the
basic functions, including focusing and exposure, flash fundamentals, the close-up system, and more. 192 pgs.

Fundamental Techniques
A Comprehensive, Fully Illustrated
Guide

Historic Photographic
Processes
by Richard Farber
A comprehensive user's guide to the historical
processes that have become popular alternatives to modern and digital technology.
Though many of the techniques, applications,
and equipment were first developed in the
nineteenth century, these same methods can
be used today to create hand-crafted images
that are more attractive and permanent. 256 pgs.

Item # AMCGKC............................................................................................16.95

Item # AMHPP...............................................................................................29.95

Nikon F5
by Chris Weston
A hands-on guide to using Nikon’s flagship
35 mm camera, the F5. With hundreds of
color photos and charts, this illuminating
guide demystifies the model’s almost endless number of features. It explains simply
how to make the most of the cross-ranged,
5-area autofocus sensor; color matrix
metering; high speed film advance with up
to 8 frames per second; and more. 192 pgs.
Item # STPIPGNF5 ........................................................................................19.95

Canon Classic Cameras
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by James M. McKeown
A comprehensive and current guide that
describes and illustrates Kodak cameras from
antiques up to today's models. a useful and
wonderful guide to most famous kodak cameras marketed into US. includes many rare
Kodak cameras as well as the disc and instant
cameras. 176 pgs.

The PIP Expanded Guide to the

Canon EOS 300/Rebel 2000
by Matthew Dennis
The Rebel 2000 is ideal for beginners, and
they will particularly benefit from the information and the opportunity to explore the
inner workings of every feature. Of course,
there’s plenty of guidance on Canon’s extensive array of lenses and accessories. A reassuring operational guide. 192 pgs.
Item # STPEGCE300......................................................................................19.95

Selecting and Using
Classic Cameras

by James M. McKeown
A comprehensive guide to over 25,000 cameras
from the earliest years to the present. Updated
with thousands of new additions, and with
countless new photos being added. Over 25% of
the cameras listed in this guide are not included
in any other reference. The prices are based on
up-to-the-minute sales data from a giant computer database. The source authority on collectible cameras worldwide,
this book is a must for camera and antique buffs. 900 pgs.

by Michael Levy
This guide concentrates on cameras made
between 1920 and 1965. Older cameras can
help a photographer master every aspect of
manual photography and can be a valuable tool in every studio. The
pros, cons, and problems and history of each style. 224 pgs.

Item # HOCCC ..............................................................................................19.95

Item # AMSUCC............................................................................................29.95

A User's Guide to Evaluating
Features, Condition and Usability
of Classic Cameras
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